Exploring Colby's affirma tive action program. See page 5,

Plessy v. Ferguson ruling
revisited on 100th anniversary
BY REBECCA POLLARD

cited by the NAACP for its opposiStaff Writer
tion to the 1987 Supreme Court
nomination of Jud ge Robert Bork;
Straying from, the recent trend of the manuscript "Chief Justice John
sparsely attended Spotli ght Lec- Marshall and the African-American
tures, last Sunday's speaker, Olive Presence;" and is currently a.panelTaylor, was greeted at Lorimer ist for the ".American Historical ReChapel with a wave of popularity. view" and the "Journal of Southern
The well-advertised event reflected History."
upon the 100 year commemoration
Taylor said she was proud to
of the 1896 Plessy v. Ferguson deci- bring her experience and message
sion,which upheld the constitution- to Colby Sunday evening. She reality of the "separate but equal" ferred to Colby's environment as
•
doctrine.
one that serves as
Dr. Taylor, a
an example of the
professor of hisblack civil rights
tory at Howard
movement and
University and a
explained that
recipient . of
Colb y- . introHoward's Outduced the first
standing Acadecampus-based,
mician Award ,
anti-slavery orset the stage for
ganization and
the case by introwas the place of
ducing historical
matriculation to
references that
the "first Ameriprovided the
can martyr to
backbone for not
freedom of the
only understandpress, Elijah
ing the implicaLovejoy."Taylor
tions of the Plessy
Echo photo by Tanya Semels said that it gave
case, but also for
her "great pleainterpreting ex- Olive Taylor spoke Sunday
sure to walk
isting strain of in the chapel.
the
through
race relations today
same blades of grass that he did,"
Taylor was introduced by Stu- and that the "man who fought for
dent Association (Stu-A) President my black ancestors is being memoJoshua Woodfork '97, who took a rialized by you."
course taught by Taylor last year
Taylor set the context for the cliwhen stud y ing at Howard. mactic Plessy v. Ferguson decision
Woodfork cited Dr. Taylor's exten- by addressing how racism has exsive background, specificall y in the isted as an institution for over three
area of Supreme Court decisions centuries. Her voice enthralled the
and their relationship to racism. Tay- audience, as she said, "The goal of
lor authored the book "Two Hun- racism is to perpetuate white sudred Years and Issue: Ideology in premacy."
theNominationand Selection of Su*
"We live in a nation of laws, not
which
was
See
TAYLOR on page 9
preme Court Justices/'

Stolen paintings still under
investigation
BY RENEE LAJEUNESSE

and .has taken such measures as
News Editor
dusting for fingerprints in the spaces
where the paintings had hung and
The safety of the Colby cam- examining remaining paintings and
pus and community was ques- photographs in Eustis in search of
tioned late Tuesday, November 5, evidence of handling. According to
or early Wednesday, November Gould,the "entire property,"mean6, when four impressionist landscape paintings,valued at $40,000,
ivagner
were stolen from the Eustis building. Three of the paintings were
taken from the third floor of the
remove artworks from the rest of
building, while one was stolen
Eustis, and also from the Lunder
from the second floor. The
House and Roberts Union.
Waterville police promptl y
"We have become relaxed belaunched an investigation on
cause we have always had works
Wednesday morning, which is still
of art displayed," said Smith. He
under way. Due to the ongoing
commented that the loss of this
search, the police have released horton
freedom to exhibit art work freely
very little information regarding
ing the paintings, have been sub- around campus is unfortunate.
the specific paintings, the ways
mitted into a couple of databases
"It's a real insult to the comthey could have been stolen, or
throughout the country. This as- munity," he said.
any evidence regarding the case
sures that if the paintings are come
According to Colby officials,
that the investigators might have.
across in another investigation, it See PAINTINGS on page 6
Detective Sergeant John Gould
will be known that these paintings
of the Waterville Police Departwere stolen from Colby and the Colment is leading the investigation
lege will be notified.

We have become
relaxed because we
have always had
works of art
displayed
- Dean Smi t h

Chapman

On Monday, Gould said, "There
aren't any real solid leads at this
point." Also on Monday, Dean of
the College Earl Smith said, "They
are following up on several leads."
The theft has prompted Colby to ordtvay

Are the Stu-A leaders keeping their promises?
BY MELISSA GERBI

cording to their statement in the
1996 Echo Election Edition. More
Sta ff Writer
specif ically, the leaders of Stu-A
The most common complaint were concerned w ith fi nding out
echoing throughou t the Colby why students were voicing disilcampus this year has been the lack lusionment about Colby. To acof social programming. Accusa- complish this task, they prop osed
tions have been fly ing as st u d en t s t o split the st uden t gov ernment
seek out who is at fault. The Stu- into two branches: one for social
dent Association (Stu-A) Execu- activities and another for legislative Board has taken the brunt of tive issues. Behind the scenes,
the blame, but does this group Woodfork and Nelson wanted to
deserve it? To address this ques- re-evaluate the current diversity
tion we need to look at the plat- requirement which each Colb y
forms which four Studen t Asso- student must fulfill before graduciation leaders ran on and com- ation. Furthermore, they wanted
pare them to what has been going to encourage responsible use of
alcohol \n accordance with the
on this year.
new
Trustee Commission on AlStu-A President Joshua
Woodfork '97 and Vice-President cohol Report, help attract more
students of color to Colby, effecGraham Nelson '98
The Woodfork/Nelson ticket tivel y i ncorp ora t e t h e Pug h Cenran on a p la tform of "know-how, ter into campus li fe, investigate
as well as a new viewpoint" ac- eating disorders among students,

fur ther community service programs and look at the role which
Colby plays in the Waterville community.
Thu s f a r , Woodfork and
Nelson have dealt with many of
the issues they campaigned on
last spring.
In precedi ng year s, Presidents'
Council has been made up of the
hall presidents, Commons leaders, and Stu-A leaders. Beginning
this year, however, the Commons
leaders have not played an active
role in Presidents' Council. Alt houg h they do deliver a report at
each meeting, they have been delegated tlie task of leading the social branch of the administration.
It is the duty of the hall presidents
to fulfill the "strict-legislative ,
deal-with-issues" aspect of the
Student Association, according to
Nelson. , In J anuary , Stu-A will

hold leadership training to deal
with the new split,with Woodfork
leading the effort.
In terms of the all-college diversity requirement, Nelson repor t s t hat he and t he Academ ic
Affa ir s Comm itt ee have been
looking at the question of whether
the existing diversity requirement
gives students "a false sense of
reality. " Tne pair has also played
an integral part in the opening
and organization of the Pugh Center. Nelson stated that "we commend the Dean of Student 's Office for creating the Brown Bag
Lunch Pr ogr a m " and that they
are working with the deans to
publicize the Pugh Center as "a
place where people can work together."
The use of alcohol in a responsible manner has been a touch y
issue on campus for years. In re-

sponse to student gripes about
the social scene on campus,
Woodf ork an d N elson have put
t ogether a Social Summi t with
members of Stu-A, Student Acti v iti es and the Dean 's Off ice to
deal with these complaints and
concerns. Woodfork , Nelson and
Dean of Students Janice Kassman
also met with athletic coaches in
earl y October to discuss the role
of alcohol and team bonding. Finall y, fifty percent of the $35,000
Social Programming Board 's budget has been allotted for chemfree programming as mandated
by the trustees report.
Nelson has been working with
the problem of eating disorders
on campus. "There is an obsession with Colby students on appearance... and looking thin ," he
said. Together with the Health
See LEADERSon page 3
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Activist for children 's needs
to speak at Colby

Teacher and social activist Jonathan Kozol, will speak in Lorimer
Chapel at 7 p.m. on Sunday, November 24. Sponsoring the event are
the Student Association, the Department of Sociology and the Department of Education and Human Development. Kozol, who has been
writing about the needs of America's poorest children for three
decades, has authored such books as Amazing Grace , Savage Inequalities, Rachel and Her Children and Death at an Earl y Age, which have
established his reputation as an angry and charismatic writer on the
behalf of children. According to Nobel Prize Winner Elie Wiesel,
"Jonathan's struggle is noble. What he says must be heard. His outcry
must shake our nation out of its guilty indifference. " (RL)

Spotlight Lecture to feature
t op journali sts

The November 14Spotlight Lecture,to be held at 11a.m. in the Page
Commons Room, will feature top journalist John Seigenthaler, the
1996 Lovejoy Fellow and founder of the Freedom Forum First Amendment Center at Vanderbilt University, distinguished journalist and
curator of the Nieman Foundation at Harvard .University Bill KoVach
and Colby's William R. Kenan,Jr. Professor of Government L. Sandy
Maisel. They will discuss' "The 1996 Presidential' Election: Issues
Avoided, Questions Not Asked" at a panel discussion being held in
conjunction with Ihe Elijah Parish Lovejoy Convocation. Dan-Harris
'93, news anchor for WCSH-TV, the NBC affiliate in Portland, will
serve as the discussion moderator. (RL)

Lovej oy Convocation to be
held on November 14

The 44th Elijah Parish Lovejoy Convocation will he held tpday at 8
p.m. in Lorimer Chapel. The Lovejoy Award annually honors,a
member of: the newspaper profession who continues the Lovejoy
tradition of courage and fight for freedom. This year's award will be
given to John Seigenthaler the chair and founder of the Freedom
Forum First Amendment center at Vanderbilt University and the
founding Editorial Director of USA Today. Seigenthaler, who is being
honored for a lifetime of acheivement on behalf of freedom of the
press, will discuss the corupting role of money in politics and how it
debases the political system and contributes to mistrust of politicians
at all levels.
Elijah Parish Lovejoy, an 1826 graduate of Colby for whom the
award is named,is considered America's first martyr to freedom of the
press, for he was slain in 1837 while defending his abolitionist newspaper against a pro-slavery mob. The award, begun in 1952, is given
to an editor,reporter or publisher who has contributed to the nation's
journalistic achievement, as determined by a selection committee.
(RL) ' . ' /
v.

Campus Forum '96
scheduled to make change

A Campus Forum '96, sponsored by the students of ED 235:
Multicultural Education and the Difference of Politics, will be held on
November 18 from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. in the Pugh Center Commons
Room. This forum is planned to give students the opportunity to speak
with professors outside-of class about issues related to life on campus,
talk to staff members about 'their experiences oh campus and work at
making commitments to change at Colby. All are encouraged to
attend. (RL) . • • .

Fdss compiles dorm damage

; Dotm damage reported for the weekend of November 8 and 9 lay

solely in Foss Hall. Vomit was found in the women's bathroom,
writing was etched on a stairwell wall and a toilet dispenser was
!;,
broken . The hall has been billed for all of these accounts. (RL)
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BY JENNIFER-JO
MULTARI
Staff Writer

The November 7 Spotlight Lecture, held in the Pugh Center Common Room, featured an engaging
discussion delivered by Professor
of Sociology H. Wesley Perkins of
Hobart and William Smith Colleges,
located in Geneva, N.Y. The lecture,
"The 'Reign of Error ' on Campus:
Misperceptions About Alcohol and
Other Drug Norms,"focused on student alcohol consumption, the
misperceptions a student might
have concerning alcohol use and
abuse and how these misperceptions
affect their intake of the drug.
According to Perkins, statistics
show, and students across the nation agree, that alcohol abuse is the
number one problem facing college
campuses today. Twenty-five percent of college students have alcohol problems and, more often than
not, more money is spent by students on alcohol thanbooks. Perkins
feels that the problem has increased
over recent years because of
misperceptions of societal norms. When students across the nation were surveyed concerning alcohol use on campus,Perkins found
the results surprising. Iri a Core
Alcohol and Drug Survey administered by Perkins and his colleagues,

students were asked to respond to
two questions. First, how^much alcohol they consume weekly and
second, how much alcohol they
believe the average student consumes weekly. His survey showed
that, on average, only 60 percent of
students have one drink a week or
more. This appeared to be the
"norm" for alcohol use on college
campuses. When asked the second
question, though, the average response was that students believed
that over 88 percent of their fellow
students had one drink or more per
week. Perkins raised the questions
"Why does this answer deviate so
dramatically from the norm?" and
"Why do students have this
misperception of alcohol use on
campus?" It is obvious, said
Perkins, that students have the notion that their peers are behaving
in a different fashion than they actually are. According; to Perkins,
students often grossly misperceive
what their peers do. In an attempt
to conform, many students will
drink more or behave in an abnormal fashion in order to feel accepted
by and similar to their peers.
Perkins suggested that one way
to alleviate this problem is to create
conversation mechanismsby which
to communicate the actual norms.
He said that students often tend to
"sensationalize" what happens

E cho ' photo by J ennifer Atwood
Professor H. Wesley Perkins
when they go to parties or out with
friends. This is how misperceptions
of norms occur. If there were channels of communication through
which the moderation view was
passed,said Perkins,misperception
of norms would not occur. In
today's society we have a tendency
to follow imaginary peers, therefore becoming a confirmaition to
misperceptions of others.
Professor Perkins concluded his
talk by quoting a famous sociologist, saying, "If something is perceived as real, it is real in its consequences." He urged that students
must realize that "riot everybody is
going to be there" and "hot everybody is going to be doing it." This
inay, hopefully, enable students'
misperceptions of norms to be
halted.O

Sport s nutrit ionist draws large

crowd at wellness seminar

¦¦
musdles: • ¦'¦ :- a ¦• •' ¦ '¦ ' • '
popular diet designed to maihtain a
¦ ; ¦ Staff Writer
According to Clark, orie of the high level of energy, known as the
zone.
most common concerns of student
On Tuesday, November 5, athletes is exactly how to achieve a
Clark, addressing this debatable
Nancy Clark, a well-known sports correct and nutritionally sound bal- issue, stated that she "questions a
nutritionist and the director of nu- ance of carbohydrates,fats and pro- very high protein diet." Rather she
trition services at the Sports Medi- teins, since this equilibrium has po- supports a diet based on carbohycine Clinic in Brookline, Mass.,
drates, which she described as the
spoke to members ofthe Colby com"foundation of a sports diet."
munity. As a nutrition counselor for
The nutritionist stressed theneed
Athletes need high
athletes, Clark specializes in eating
for college athletes to include the
energy foods like
disorders, wellness and spojrts nu"most wholesomecarbohydrates [in
trition. She is also an avid public
their
diet]," including breads and
breads , grains ,
speaker, author of "Nancy Clark's
grains, vegetables and juices.;Clark
vegetab
les
and
Sports Nutrition Guidebook" and
also emphasized the-need for colJ uices.
the publisher of articles in a variety
lege students'to choose a "healthy
of popular- sports and nutrition
balance of foods," which includes
magazines, .including Shape, New
adequate protein and fat.
England Runner and Runner's
Clark concluded hei lecture by
World. She addressed a large and tential impacts on performance. It is discussing common nutritional conresponsive audience of Colby stu- also a subject of recent debate among cerns of athletes,including pre-comdents, student-athletes and mem- athletes and nutrition experts. This petition meals, fluid iritake and the
bers of the Colby and Waterville debate has been enhanced by the impact of sports bars and drinks in
communities as part of Colby 's introduction of the popular "Zone competition. After her lecture, she
Wellness Program.
diet," created by nutritionist Barry stayed to answer numerous perClark began her hour-long lec- Sears. This diet, also known as the sonal questions and concerns from
ture by eliciting numerous ques- 40/30/30 diet,stresses high protein members of the audience, as well as
tions from the audience. Her infor- consumption, with equal amounts sign copies of the second edition of
mal lecture addressed the primary of fats and carbohydrates. It is a her sports nutrition guidebook.Q
concerns of the audience and Clark
Why ,pay more and hassle with downtown traffic?
said hei* goal for the evening was to
help members of the Colby community establish "a clearer way to be
successful with foods." Several of
the audience's questions focused on
studentnutritionalcoricerns regard, . . 215A College Ave. Waterville, M E 04901
ing vegetarianism,eating disorders,
protein arid.carbohydrate consump- *We deliver kegs and eases* I l? l R,W T Qapr $t9<)
Pf
tion, vitamirts grid minerals;'Clark
*; ¦ f CQ KlVCr LagCF *mm
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sues under the topic of energy.
Clark, through the use of slides, •We're closer tha n you .think* SarRMC CllOCO$/*99
stressed the importance of achiev++
ing aTrigh energy level maintenance.
This optimum level, she said , is at-;
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President s'Council looks into
cable T.V., textbooks on reserve
BY BROOKE FRAPPIER
Staff Writer

The November 6 meeting of the
Presidents'Council turned out to be
rather concise, compared to other
recent meetings. President of the
Student Association (Stu-A)Joshua
Woodfork '97 began the evening by
forming the council that the November 20 meeting will be a "gripe
'night" The student body will be
_ inyited to attend and voice their
" opinions and complaints regarding
the Colby campus and community,
enabling the Presidents' Council to
act upon these concerns.
Woodfork and Stu-AVice-President Graham Nelson '98, both representatives on the Student Affairs
Committee, informed the Council
of the "cable day" to be held today,
November 14. This student opinion
poll will allow students to voice
their opinions on whether or not
cable television should be offered in
dorm rooms around campus. The
poll willbeheld in the Student Union
from 10 aj n. until 10 p.m. and each
student will only be allowed one
vote. "Research is being done and the
students should know by the day of
the poll what the cost would be per
student or per room and when it
, would be available if voted in,"said
Center, he has organized an
awareness week to take place
during the second week of February. "We can't solve the problem," said Nelson, "but we can
address it."
Woodfork has also addressed
a group in Waterville about the
role that Colby p lays in the town.
He the Colby community and
the Waterville community.
Finally, the two maintain that
they are working to build greater
school spirit. They are putting
together a coalition with the student governments at Bates and
Bowdoin and are attempting to
address the quality of life issue
at Colby. .
CulturalChair,WalterWang/99
In Jawaharal Nehru 's words,
Walter Wang ran on the idea last
spring that "Culture is the widening of the mind and of the
spirit.". In his platform , Wang
proposed to help "smaller organizations to create campus wide
events." Prominent speakers,
Wang said, would create discussion among students. He also
wanted to see more musical
groups from around the world.

party at the Spa.
Nelson.
The scavenger hunt will con. Students will also be polled
within individual dorms so that the clude Saturday night at Champihall president will have an accurate ons, a dance club located in the Elm
idea of the consensus of his/her Plaza in Waterville, which will host
dorm before the official council vote a party for Colby students from 9
p.m. to 1a.m. Cost of admission will
be $2 and a bar will be offered for
those who are of age.
Today's student
Under the category of new busiopinion poll will
ness,Josh Winkley '99, president of
allow students to
Goddard-Hodgkins, proposed that
all
professors put copies of the books
voice their opinions
to be used that semester on reserve
on cable.
in the library. According to Winkley,
many professors alread y do this for
their courses and, by passing this
is taken on November 20. In addi- proposal on to the Academic Aftion, this meeting will include time fairs Committee, it could make it a
for students to come make their more universal practice for all proopinions known by addressing the fessors. The debate expanded to
council, if they feel that they have whether the books should be alnot had their voice heard .through lowed to circulate or instead just be
considered reserve materials.
the polling measures. .
Amanda Blatz '99, president of
Stu-A Social Chair Chris Sullivan
'97noted in his report that thisweek-; Sturtevant, said "It is better to have
end will be a school-wide scavenger the books on reserve so that they are
hunt...There is a $10 registration fee available for short amounts of time
for all teams with a maximum of ten to give everyone in class the opporpersonseach. The score willbe taken tunity to use them." The motion
on a point system based on -the was put on hold in order to allow
number of items brought back by Winkley time to investigate the loeach team. First prize is a night for gistics of the proposal, including
the winning bunch at a condo at how the books would be paid for
Sugarloaf,second prize is dinner at and where they would be stored in
Big G's and third prize is a pizza the library.?

-LEADERS, c on tinued fro m page 1

According to Wang, so far this
semester he has helped fund and
organize events highlighting such
prominent speakers as Morris
Dees, author John Edgar
Wideman and, most recentl y, Dr.
Olive A. Taylor. All of these
speakers were civil rights activists. The future, according to
Wang, includes not onl y B.D.
Wong, but also Colonel Nancy
and Jerry Jaax , who worked with
the outbreak of a deadly virus
and are featured in the novel "The
Hot Zone."
Social Chair. Chris Sullivan '97
. Sullivan promised to bring
"experience, commitment and innovation" during his tenure as
Social Chair. He made a point of
making no promises about what
social events would be held, but
proposed to address two issues
when serving as head of the StuA Social, budget. First, Sullivan
stated that "we need to p lace a
much greater emphasis on school
spirit." He wished to increase the
student bod y 's support of sports
teams at Colby. Secondly, he expressed a hope to bring the social
scene back on campus through

new and innovative events, at
a reasonable cost to the student."
Accomplished by Sullivan
this year was a successful First
Day of Loudness, with events
including One People and Island Rockers, two reggae
bands, and a DJ in the Page
Commons Room. The band Entrain was scheduled for a Student Union concert in October,
but broke down in southern
Maine, and were unable to put
on their scheduled concert.
Sullivan organized a free '80s
party in the .Page Commons
Room in late October and sponsored the band Misty Bliss last
Saturday evening, November
9. This coming weekend
Sullivan is putting on a Scavenger Hunt closing with a Saturday night party at Champions,
a dance club in Waterville.
Many studentshave expressed
their disapproval and disappointment with the fact that no bigname concerts are being planned
for this semester. Sullivan, however, is looking into booking
groups for second semester.Q

Specializing in Collision Repairs of All
Vehicles/ Foreign and Domestic

Voluntar y indu stry ban on
liquor advertisin g ends

On November 7, the American Liquor Industry ended a decadeslong voluntary ban On the advertising of liquor products on television
and radio. The decision was made by the Distilled Spirits Council of the
United States (Discus), the liquor trade association. It is unclear how
and when liquor commercials may appear on radio and television now
that the ban has been lifted. The four major national broadcast television networks, who each have their own policies against accepting
advertisements for distilled spirits, said they have no intention of
changing their rules.

Heav y artiller y smuggling
through Croatia detected

According to a senior NATO official , European intelligence agencies have uncovered evidence that the Bosnian Government has begun
smuggling heavy artillery weapons through Croatia. In thelast weekof
August, forty 155-millimeter howitzers were shipped in containers
through the southern Croatian port of Ploce into Bosnia. The shipment
of these guns, a type that the Serbs used to devastate the Muslim-led
forces during the Bosnian War, is a violation of the Bosnian peace
agreement negotiations enacted last year. The United States is committed to providing additional heavy weapons to the Bosnian Muslim
federation in an effort to equalize forces with the better-armed Serbs.
According to the NATO official,Turkey and Malaysia have aided in the
smuggling operation.

Yeltsin bounces back from
successful heart operation

Russian President Boris Yeltsin, after bouncing back from his quintuple bypass heart operation,issued a proclamation on November 7. In
his statement,he sought to reassert his authority by renaming the day,
long known as Revolution Day, a "Day of National Accord and Reconciliation"to commemorate victims of revolution,civil war and political
repression. Yeltsin also engaged in a tug-of-war with his doctors over
his post-operative care, showing his desire to leave the hospital. "He's
a headstrong person and does what he wants," said Dr. George Noon,
a"heart surgeon and consultant in the case.
'

Cyclone rava ges southeast
coast of Indi a, kills hundreds

A cyclone roared through Andhra Pradesh, an area along India's
southeast coast, on November 7. It killed more than 400 people and the
death toll is expected to climb over 1,000. The storm flooded rice
paddies and villages, destroying over 10,000 homes. This was the
second major storm in three weeks in Andhra Pradesh, which had yet
to recover from heavy rain and flood damage that had just recently
killed 350 people.

Hashimoto 's re-election
marks return to LDP contr ol

Prime Minister Ryutaro Hashimoto was formally re-elected into
Japan 's Parliament on November 8 after his Liberal Democratic Party's
victory in general elections last month. This election marks a return
after three years to the customary situation in Japan in which the Liberal
Democrats hold all tlie Government posts. Tlie new cabinet institutes
a loose coalition Government that says it is serious about streamlining
the national bureaucracy.
Compiled by Renee Lajeunesse f r om the November 8 New York Times.

Southern African students to
develo p local infastfucture
According to the Southern African Student Volunteers Organization,students from about sixty universities and technikonsin southern
Africa will do voluntary development work in the region during
December and January. About four hundred students will renovate
schools, build new classrooms and houses, and lay out vegetable
gardens. Although most students will be working in South Africa,
some will go to Zambia,Malawi, Botswana,Mozambique and possibly
Rod r iquez Islan d,near Mauritius.

Compiled by Penjani Mp hepo from the November 8 South African Press
Association.
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Seminar brings student s online
BY KAREN SCHLEIN
Staff Writer

Have you been searching for a
class at Colby that does not require
purchasing a single textbook? While
there currently is a government class
that does not necessitate a trip to the
bookstore, Associate Professor of
Government Tony Corrado said
youTl have to keep searching for a
government class that does not require reading.
How is it possible to have reading assignmentswithout textbooks?
Well, thanks to Corrado and the
internet resources available on campus, Colby's first ever "internet
class" is currently being taught.
Corrado's senior seminar on the
presidential election relies completely on the resources available
on the internet as reading material.
According to Corrado, different students are responsible for
various web sites and each day
search the sites and download articles onto the class newsgroup on
the Colby server. This comprises
the reading list for each week. The
class had access to material from
newspapers, CNN, NBC and polling data. In class, Corrado downloads campaign advertisements
available on the Net. The students
analyze the ads to examine various
campaign strategies.
The class watched the presidential debates together and, after each
debate,they would analyzethepress
coverage to see how the press was
spinning the debates and what

studied it by using the resources on
the internet."
Students in the senior seminar
are equally enthusiastic about the
class. "It is the best class I have ever
taken at Colby without a doubt,"
said Susanna Montezemolo '97.
Montezemolo added that although
the class requires a substantial time
commitment,it is especially rewarding due to the small size and general
student enthusiasm. She said that
the format of the class is great for
"pro-active students"who are willing to involve themselves and take
advantage of the resources on the
internet. Another pay-off for the
hard work was an election night party at
Corrado's house.
According to Corrado,
there is no comparable
class in the United States.
"Colby is much more advanced in using this technology and using it in the
dassroomthanmostofthe
other counterparts." He
credits the Government
Department's emphasis
Echo file photo on computer technology
Government' s Tony Corrado
andtheresourcescommitted by the college for this
the presidential election in real time,
as it happened."He added that "the advancement. Confident that Colby
internet provides you with real and other institutions will see more
world examples to really apply the use of the internet in the future,
theories and really show what actu- Corrado said that due to the undenially happened, as opposed to read- able success of this senior seminar, "I
ing textbook accounts." Corrado will never in election years not use
said that he was especially excited this format. Ithinkthis is the best way
to teach a class where "students dic- to teach what's going on in a presitated what we studied and how we dential race."?
angles we taken in reporting; They
would also review the polls to see
how they reflected debate performances.
Now that the elections are over,
Corrado said students are doing
independent research projects,conducted through internet resources.
Research topics include the influence of debates in the 1996 election,
the gender gap, tliecoverage of third
p arty candidates and how Reform
Party candidate H. Ross Perot's campaign differed from 1992 to 1996.
Corrado said his class differs
from traditional election classes because "students were able to study

Motivat ed student writers
create 'A Small Good Thing'
BY KATE E. DUNLOP
Staff Writer

In the aftermath of loss and rallies,
the creative writing group and future
publication A Small Good Thing made
its debut at Colby on October 28. An
enthusiastic group turned out for the
first meeting of the group, so named
by co-editorsJohnBishop'99andJamie
Yourdon '99 after the story b y
Raymond Carver of the same name.
According to Bishop, the group
grew out of the frustration of trying to
get into a creative writing class.
"We've had one meeting so far,
we're brand new and we've got to
expect a slow start,"said Bishop. "But
I've got really good vibes about it. I
think it'll pick up."
A Small Good Thing accepts submissions of poetry, prose and essays
on all topics. Pieces are distributed at
the weekly meeting and read anonymously, allowing those present to
speak freely and without bias with
regard to content and structure. Attendeesdo not need to submit a piece

topartkapateinthemeetings.Yourdon
and Bishop take notes of comments
made concerning eachpiece and compile a summary for the author to work
with.
"People seem to be happy with
how casual it is,"said Yourdon. "It's a
very secure setting. Wejust wanted to
create an inclusive creative, writing
environment."
Depending on student support for
the workshop, Yourdon and Bishop
said they hope to attain funds to publish a collection of pieces.
"This isa great way to getfeedback
on your work,"said Bishop."You can
have a story critiqued for yourself, us,
another publication, or a dass. The
group will decide what to publish."
A Small Good Thing meets in the
CoffeehouseeveiyMondaynightfrom
6 to 7 p.m. Submissions should be
turned into the box behind the reserve
desk in Miller Library. They will be
discussed at the following meeting.
Anyone with questions should contact Bishop at x4035 or Yourdon at
x4929.Q
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POSITIONS OPEN SECOND SEMESTER:
• Managing Editor
• Features Editor
• Arts and Entertainment Editor
• Sports Editor
• Assistant News Editor
• Assistant Sports Editor
• Layout Assistants
• Photographers
• Staff Writers
• Ad Representitives and Designers

Applications are available at the Echo office in the basement of Roberts Union. Call x3349 or email echo@colby.idu f or more information.
All editorial positions are paid.

Understanding Colby^s affirni ative action process
BY ERIN M. DUGGAN

ing Mayflower Hill.
Editor-in-Chief
Despite its years of traveling the
path to diversity,Colby is still lackQuotas. Reverse discrimination. ing in many, areas. However,, since
Bakke.White guilt. Nondiscrimina- Cotter's arrival 18 years ago, great
tion. Proposition 209.
progress has been made in several
Confusion surrounding aspects of the community.
the reasons behind, and tlie execuWhen the president arrived in
tion of, affirmative action programs the spring of 1979, the only aspect of
has spread throughout the country diversity not in trouble Was the stuover the past few. years. The legiti- dent gender ratio.
•
"When I arrived;,it wasvery clear
macy (and Constitutionality) of even
semi-successful programs is often that one of our needs was to become
questioned as soon as they are put more diverse in other ways," said
into action. At this fall's State of the Cotter. "We were very good on
College Address,.one of the first men/women, but we were not so
questions asked by a student was to good in terms of minority represenclarify Colby's stance on affirma- tation, we werenotso good in terms
tive action. Those who attended that of geographical representation... We
first Spotlight Lecture may recall had a number of areas where, in
the confusion that ensued, as Presi- order to become the . national and
dent Cotter and Associate Dean of international institution we wanted
Admissions and Director of
Multicultural Enrollment Sherman
Rosser grappled with the ambiguWe want peop le to
ous term-and what it means for the
College.
encounter something
, . Colby does .have an affirmative
new and to think ;
action program, according to Cotter. It is not, however, a program about how it interacts
involving quotas or the relaxation
with their own
of standards, nor is it exclusively
philos ophy... :
geared toward racial minorities.
- President-Cotter
Colby 's selection process,employed
by both Admissions and in faculty
hiring, is one which strives to make
the Colby cpmrnunity as diverse as to bej representative of all groups,
possible while not sacrificing aca- we had to dosomemore affirmative
demic excellence, a goal which the vvork in our Admissions Office."
College has been working toward
In 1979, Sherman Rosser was
since 1813.
Colby 's minority recruiter. At the
time, said Rosser, the studentbod y
Diversity: A goal from the start was comprised of;"much less than
Beginning with it's founding in five percent" minority students. In
1813, Colby has prided itself for be- fact, Rosser estimated a minority
ing a harbinger of nondiscrimina- enrollment as low as 20 students of
tiohiri higher education—included color, a number which the adminisin the Baptist charter is a clause tration was trying unsuccessfully to
specifically statingthat there was to raise. With the vast majority of stube no religious testing of either stu- dents hailing from New England,
dents or faculty. This inclusiveness where minority populations are low
was unusual at a time when col- to begin with, the figure was relaleges were predominantly restricted tively stagnant.
to people of one faith, said Cotter,
The faculty was also homogand set the tone for years to come. enous by gender and ethnic stanBy 1833, students at Colby had dards. Iri an interview with the Echo
started one of the first anti-slavery during his first semester as presisocieties iri thecountry, a pointnoted dent arid reprinted in The Colby
last Sunday night by civil rights Alumnus, Spring 1979, Cotter was
speaker Dr. Olive Taylor. The ma- asked to comment on the fact that 83
triculation of Mary Low in 1871 percent of the faculty was male. He
made Colby the first New England replied "Yes, I believe that's a discollege to admit women, and gradu- turbing number. I don't see why it's
ates like Elij ah Parish Lovej oy (Class difficult to attract women to Colby...
of 1826), who died protecting his Do people not apply, or is there
abolitionist newspaper and was re- some kind of standard working its
membered by John Quincy Adams way in that shouldn't be there?"
as "the first American martyr to the Attracting more diverse faculty, as
freedom of the press," continued well students, became a goal of
their civil rights activism after leav- Cotter's, and is still pursued today.

Photo courtesy of Communica t ions

and again in 1994 (with Tom Kopp) .

"We began to travel more
broadly and to have special programs to try and fill the holes, in
terms of the diverse institution we
wanted to be," Cotter said recently.
"Those activities have borne fruit...
[although] some activitieshave gone
more quickly than others."
Why diversif y?
The focus on diversity and the
push by many students and administrators to make Colby a more representative and accepting campus
has caused members of the community to reflect on what the term 'diversity' truly means, as well as to
examine tine benefits it brings to a
small, liberal arts community.
"There are academic advantages,
and there are social and civic advantages, said Cotter. The more
limited the backgrounds of participants in a class discussion, for example, the more limited the discussions/he said.: Cotter added that
diversity brings:"many more opinions, variety. People educate one
another through that in the class¦¦¦
room.''
Besides providing a more stimulating atmosphere for academics,
supporters of Colby's affirmative
action program maintain the benefits spill , over into the residence
halls, clubs and sports teams. Associate Dean and Director of Interciiltural Affairs Jeri Roseboro stressed
that Colby 's commitment to diversity is not limited to racial and ethnic backgrounds, but encompasses
religion, gender, sexual preference,
geographical distributions and ,
while all aspects are not addressed
equally, many share a common
ground in the Pugh Center,enabling
leaders to form a supportive coalition.
"The word diversity got beaten
up last year, in terms of what that
encompasses," Roseboro said. "We
tried as a community to define what
diversity meant."
Roseboro has been key in the
success of the new Pugh Center,
and . stressed early on that the term
"multicultural center" was too limr
iting, as-more than many different
cultures are needed to make Colby
truly reflective of the world away
from Mayflower Hill.
"We want people to encounter
something new, something different, and think about how it interacts
with their own philosophy, their
own background, their own conception of the world," Cotter explained.
Inside Lunder House
The myriad ways in which diversity is represented on campus
has lead to a multitude of considerations in the admissions process,
which have been placed under the
umbrella term of affirmative action
by both the Admissions Office and
President Cotter.
The crucial point in understanding Colby 's policies regarding preferential treatment of minorities is
that there really aren't any, according to Rosser, outside of normal
evaluation procedures. One way the
process has been described is as a
series of "plusses," which enhance
a prospective student's application.
Plusses can be garnered for aspects
such as spor ts ach ievements, leadership positions, special talents, race

Photo courtesy of Com?nunications
Sherman Rosser with prospective students in 1980...
to Colby's location. This is where
and geographic location.
"Affirmative action is not a pro- the one disparity between race and
gram where lesser qualified appli- other plus-factors comes in — the
cants will... take a position from only group the College helps with
more qualified applicants," Rosser travel expenses on a visit to Colby
said. He added that Colby has made are the students of color, according
a commitment to many constitu- to Rosser. In a gesture of welcome,
ents—including Maine natives,stu- minority, students arriving in the
dents of color,internationalstudents Boston area are also met by a member of Admissions and escortedback
and children of alumni.
"The goal of the Admissions to Colby.
Once on. campus, however,
Office is to enroll an academically
competent class of students who Rosser .said,, potential applicants
will succeed at Colby,"said Rosser. usually find Colby to be everything
"Within that, we're looking for ex- they had hoped. _ . .
"Once [prospectives] see the
tra features... We're trying to corrie
up with an equal blend while not campus,, they fall in love," said
¦ Rosser. ,
'
compromising quality."
- "There's no ^question that there
The Ralph J. Bunche Scholars
are many plusses in a record," said
i
Cotter. "The Admissions Office is Program
One of the most successful ways
trying to put together the most...
interesting- class possible. If we've in which Colby reaches out to minevj er had a piccolo player at Colby nority students is through the
and we need one in the Orchestra, Bunche Scholars Pro gram, which
that's going to be a real plus for you. offers selected students special rec... And if you're a student of color, ognition and financial assistance,
through grants and work-study.The
that will be a plus."
Cotter stressed that belonging to program was started under Presian under-represented group at dent Cotter in 1979,and 23 out of the
Colby is just one of many aspects 61students identified as students of
considered when evaluating a can- color in the Class of 2000 received
didate. It is combined with "your the honor. Out of the 378 minority
applicants, 190 applied for Bunche
scholarships.
Bunche Scholars posses outAffirmative action is standing academic records and have
demonstrated leadership ability,
not a program in
Rosser. These students are
which less qualified said
nominated by guidance councilors,
applicants... take a
community and religious leaders,
and sometimes the College, if Adposition from more
missions
comes across an applicaqualified applicants.
tion they feel is particularly strong
~ Sherman Rosser
arid may qualif y for the honor.
The financial aid aspect of the
program varies from student to stuexperiences, the kind of leadership dent,based on need. Recipients who
you've displayed in your second- do not qualif y for aid receive an
ary school, your academic record, honorarium, while those burdened
your SATs, what you're going to with heavy loans and work-study
contribu te to the campus,':' if you're can receive scholarships ranging
an athlete — all of those things are from $200 to full tuition, according
weighed as4 pacla\ge. .I-Ielp ing us to Rosser.
*
In addition to honors and finanto be a more diverse campus will be
cial aid, prospective Bunche Schola plus," Cotter said.
"In most highly competitive in- ars are invited to Colby for a special
stitutions, only 25 percent of stu- week end, and are addressed in the
dents get in on their academic merit fall by a prominent minority
speaker.
alone," reiterated Rosser.
While the Bunche program is
In order to attract the best pool
pf app licants , Rosser travels one of the prominent aspects of
throughout the country and said he Colby 's affirmative action recruithas developed a strongrapport with ing,there are somewhat similar promany high school guidance coun- grams encouraging Maine residents
cilors. Community leaders, teach- and the children of alumni to apply.
ers and religious instructors have
New guidelines for faculty hiralso proven to be useful in finding
strong candidates.The dif ficultp fnr t, ing : .
...
said Rosser, can be getting prospecThe closest Colby comes to ad_ tive students up to Colby to have 'a ministerihg'any typ e o'f quota is tlie
look at the campus, primaril y due See FOCUS on page 12
I
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Boston College
Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts
Rumors circulating the Boston College community recently have
alleged that several BC football players may be involved in betting on
college football games — possibly their own — and allegations
stemming from possible point-shaving by BC players have launched
an internal investigation by both the University and the Middlesex
County District Attorney's Office. According to the Boston College
Heights, suspicion has been slowly rising throughout the season, but
resurfaced following EC's 20-13'loss. to the Pitt Panthers. No athlete
has yet been suspended from the team for gambling, however, investigations will continue, according to the Heights.
Clemson University
Clemson, S outh Carolina
Police arrested four Clemson University students last week and
charged them with possessing Rohypnol, commonly known as the
"date-rape drug." According to the Chronicle of Hig her Education, the
arrests are among the f irst in the nation involving the controversial
drug. Banned in the United States, it is legal in more than 60 countries
as a treatment for sleep disorders. All four students were released on
bond, according to the Chronicle.
University of Connecticut
Storrs. Connecticut

After two members on the University of Connecticut's football
team were kicked out of a fraternity party earlier this month,members
of the team returned that night to attack the house. According to the
Swarthmore News, the players smashed windows and splintered
doors. The incident is strikingly similar to one which occurred last
month between football players and a fraternity at the University of
Rhode Island. UConn officials were forced to cancel an upcoming
game and dismissed two players from the team, according to the

News.

Compiled by Alyssa Giacobbe

Wat erville h as more
than meets the eye

'Legal 9 student discovers j o ys
of p ub lif e
BY ERIKA AYERS
Staff Writer

It's OK to turn 21 in Waterville.
I'll admit, at first I wasn't so sure —
somehow the watering holes in the
Concourse seemed to pallor in comparison to the allure of the bar scene
in cities more known for their raving night life. Having turned 21 this
past week, however, I realized that
it was more than okay and that the
scene is actually pretty good.
Now this isn't to say that I'm
going to trek back up to Waterville
in a few years when I'm trying to tie
one on. What Waterville does have
to offer is its own kind of fun—sure
it's not going to be filled with the
bright-lights, big-city crowd, but it
is unique in a rural central Maine
sort of way. Waterville bars aren't
flashy, nor is there all that much to
them aside from a bar, a big screen
TV, a dance floor and maybe a guy
with a guitar. However, they do
have their advantages.
CONVENIENCE: Where else
can you get chartered to and from
by the Jitney? Although the 'drunk
bus' may not be the flashiest of '89
mini-vans, it gets the job done.
COMFORT: Where else can you
go to a place,aside from Dana,where
everybody knows your name? Here,

thebar scene canbe that 'home away
from home' or can help allay feelings of loneliness.
ECONOMICAL: If you pretend
not to notice the Gold Crown Vodka
being poured into your drink, you
can consider yourself to be saving a
bundle. A vodka tonic, for instance,
which may cost around $4.50 in bi g
city hot spots, costs about $3.00
around here. That's the difference
of a halfway decent draft! Imagine
the possibilities...
LOCATION: The bars in
Waterville are in such choice location that you can see the neon glow
of WHOP from almost any doorway out of which you stumble. And
no, it'snot an illusion brought on by
a drunken stupor, it really is WHOP
— right across the street. Remember that WHOP is open until 2 a.m.,
leaving an hour to get from the bar
stool to the warm, safe booths and
in front of a nice, greasy plate of
something that always tastes best
after a few drinks.
To those of you formerl y
daunted by the image of the Bob-In
as Waterville's only oasis, think
again. Take the plunge!There reall y
is more to look forward to then the
case of Natty you've got stashed
away in your room.Q

Protect yourself from sexual assault
BY ALEX HOWARD

up"at Colby, often no limits are set.
There usually isn't a time after the
Contributing Writer
two arrive at the room when they sit
I approach writing this article down and talkfor half anhour about
with a great deal of trepidation and how far they want things to go.
some emotion. The women closest However, at some point a limjt to
to me — my mother and step-sister the physical intimacy is set. The way
— as well as another close friend, that our culture has developed, it is
have been subject to this crime. The often the woman that sets that mark.
nsMMM m
worst part of sexual assault is that it
is more than an attack upon one's
person, but also an assault upon
one's emotions and mind. Both my
sister and mother are incredibly
strong, intelligent and independent
women and have been able to deal
with their respective situations and
move on with their lives. They are It is the man's duty, obligation and
honor to respect that limit.
incredibly lucky in that regard.
As college students,as Colby stu"No"has to mean no. There candents, we are lucky to be located in not be a game where the woman is
Waterville, Maine. It is, relative to playing around or where the man is
much of the rest of the country, testing the situation. When the
extraordinary in the fact that we are woman, or the man, sets a limit it
able to go about our liyes with as has to be respected. I am fully aware
little concern for our personal safety of the hormonal and emotional
or belongings as we do. However, needs of a 20-year-old. However, it
the possibility for an assault still is simply not worth hurting someexists here and, unfortunately, one else in ways that you may not
even begin to understand if you
within our own community.
I can recall many Sundays where give into those feelings and presmy friends and acquaintances de- sure someone into a situation that
scribed their experiences of the pre- they just don't want to be in.
vious night, often dealing with alI wrote an article that was full of
cohol or other drugs and often with facts last week, not opinions. I can't
their experiences with the opposite do that as easily this week. The issue
sex. When two people, frequently means more to me, and there isn't a
in some state of. intoxication, "hook gray area. Sexual assault is wrong,
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-PAINTINGS, continued f rom p age 1
all four floors of Eustis are locked at night. Director of Security Richard
Nale, although unable to comment on the theft whilethe investigation
is underway, did confirm that the building is locked every evening
and that a variety of different ways are being looked into concerning
how the paintings were stolen.
Gould said he believes that the theft happened in one of two
possible scenarios. He feels it could be a stupid prank from a student,
or more seriously, a theft from someone or some persons who knew
what they were doing and already have a market available for these
paintings. In the case of a student thief, Gould wants people to be
aware that "we are investigating; it's a serious crime."?
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pure and simple. There are,even so,
some realities that you might not
realize:
• One in four women will be
raped in her lifetime - trends,however, indicate that this figure is approaching one in three.
• A rape occurs every six minutes in the United States.
• About one in every ten rapes is
reported.
• 60-70 percent of all rapes are
committed by someone the woman
knows.
• Those with the highest risk of
being victims of acquaintance and
date rape are women who have1 just
graduated from high school or who
are in their first semester of college.
• More than 80 percent of college rapes occurred off campus,with
more than 50 percent on the man's
turf: home, car or other.
• In acquaintance rape incidents,
about 75percent of the males and 55
percent of the females had been
drinking or taking drugs just before
the attack.
Stay safe.
Information and statistics from:
Chris W. Eskridge, Ph.D:, Univ.
of Nebraska at Omaha; Randolph
Gonzales, Ph.D., Univ. of South
Florida; Mary P. Koss, Ph.D., Kent
State University; Dr. Bernice
Sandler, Director of the Project on
the Status and the Education of
Women .Q

Highlander
Laundromat
70 Elm St, Waterville

coin-op self serve
or
drop off wash-dry-fold service
open
7:30 - 9:00
Mon.-Fri.
7:30 - 7:00
Sat.-Sun.

872-6787

International
J ob Skills
New professional Mi. in
International Affairs or
Interamerican Studies
prepares you rapidly for
exciting careers:
0 environmental studies
O public health
0 government

If you 're thinking Chinese ,
think Hunan 's.
If you ' re not thinking Chinese ,
think again !

01 international
organizations
0 international media,
business
Learn valuable analytic
skills from economics and
the social sciences.

AUTHE N TIC HUNAN & SZECHU AN CUISIN E

Complete this intensive
multi-disciplinary degree
in 12 to 15 months, while
living in a fascinating
international city.

FREE DELIVERY *

DINE-IN SUN-THURS—10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
H™^>,L
[M ON-THURS — 11-9 pm I

Free details; Contact our
Admissions Secretary.
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Graduate School of
International Studies

CALL

" 10 pm

J

877-7644

<®

NO ADDED SALT

* 10.00 minimum w/ last delivery 15 minutes until closing

Coral Gables, FL 35124-3010

"Censorshi p reflects a society's
confidence in itself - Potter
Stewart , Supreme Court justice
1966

Mjanii

305-284-4173; Fax: 305-284-4406
http://www.umiami.edu/gsis/
"m JTUNIVERSITYOF

AlCorey Music Center
^V "Ever ything in Mus ic"

Philosophy 's Jill Gordon
BY ALYSSA GIACOBBE
Features Editor

Vft
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52 Front St., Waterville, ME

If anyonecan understand the ten^dency of many students to change
majors more than once, or to choose a
major based on pure irrationality, it 's
Jill Gordon.
Gordon, an assistant professor of
philosophy, said that when she was
an undergraduate at Claremont
McKenna College in California, she
changed her major four times. She
said that she finally decided on philosophy because she had always enjoyed tihe classes but had never really known what she could do with a
philosophy degree. When she explored the avenue of teaching, Gordon said the idea excitedher so much
that shewent on to pursue a career as
a professor .
Her background in liberal arts
and subsequent understanding ofthe
Colby student's position in many
career-related decisions made Gordon a good match for Colby. She
came to Waterville after teaching at a
technical college in Chicago, where
students taking her class were doing
so more out of the need to fulfill
requirements than out of interest in
the subject matter. In this way, she
said, Colby 's liberal arts emphasis
better suited her own focus as an
educator.
Moreimportantly,Gordonadded,
was that although she erew ud in the

Southwest, she likes the cold and the
snow. The only dissatisfaction that
Gordon expressed,in fact, addressed
the fast-food aspect in which

must adapt to more than just the
snowy winters and sub-zero temperatures,and soGordon has learned
to satisf y her eating out urges at

Echo photo by Melanie Guryansky

Jill Gordon, assistan t professor of Philosophy.
Waterville has become so prolific. "I Sonny's Pizza in Fairfield.
Gordon is currently working on
really miss different foods,"said Gordon. Shewenton to raveaboutlndian her first book,in which she explores
and Ethiopian food and to lament the the philosophy of Plato. She is teachfact that Waterville's dining options ing three classes this semester and
do not include establishments of this hasthereforebeenkeepingverybusy.
When she comeshome,shecan again
variety.
"Whenever I travel to a big city," say that she empathizes with the
said Gordon, "the first thing I do is tired college student.
"Attheendof theday/'said Gorlook in the phone book for any Indon,
"I just want to go home and say
"
dian restaurants nearby.
When in Maine, however, one 'where's mv bed?"Q
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men," she said, stressing that racism exists when biases of individuals are transferred to become policy.
Taylor cited a study that suggests even the games and sports
Americans play reflect certain racial parallels.She said that the color
of the ball in a sport directly correlates to how many blacks participate in that sport.
"If the ball is brown, there are
lots of blacks; if it's white, then..."it
is predominantly played by whites,
she insinuated. She used this ex-

ample to contend that two basic
beliefs have evolved throughout
history which seem to act as the
foundation for racially-biased doctrines in American and international
history.
Stressing how these themes have
been passed down through history,
Taylor referred to past experiences
of inferior black treatment. She
spoke of a certain Roman philosopher who was known for equating
blackvoicesto "shrieking like abat,"
of the Founding Fathers' contem-
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plation of the slavery issue when
composing the Constitution and of
legislation establishing the term
"durante vita," in which blacks
could legally be enslaved for their
entire lives. These were instrumental events that led to the definition
of race that was explained in the
May 18, 1896 Plessy decision.
Dr. Taylor asked, "So, when do
[African-Americans] become human?"
Turning the audience's attention
to the Plessy case itself, Taylor told
the story of how Homer Adolph
Plessy, an "intellectual" who was
seven-eighths white, challenged an
1890 Louisiana law that separated
the races in public spheres. Plessy
rode a train, refusing to sit in the
"colored section," specifically to
bf ing the segregation issue in front
of the Supreme Court. His efforts,
said Taylor, were to no avail, and
the landmark case did not overturn
the 1890 law. It instead established
the doctrine stating, in Taylor's
words, that "racial distinction
doesn 't violate the Fourteenth
Amendment... you don't have to
have identical rights to have equal
rights."
Taylor continued her explanation of how racism had become in-

TAYLOR continued f r om p ag e 1

grained in the court itself during the
Plessy decision and had weakened
the court's ability to dutifully blame
society by making fair judgments.
She said that the court defended its
decision by stating that it could not
"force the removal of prejudice... if
one race is inferior to another, the
Constitution can't put them on the
same level."
This court produced the doctrine
coining the phrase "separate, but
equal" that would remain irreversible until the monumental 1954
Brownv.Board of Education ofTopeka
,
Kansas case.
Bringing the issue of racism into
the present, Dr. Taylor spoke on the
controversial topic of affirmative
action. She defended the program
by examining its motives and sublabeling it as
sequentl y
government's response to inequities of the past.
"Remedy, that's what affirmative action is. It puts you back in the
position you would have been in...
it's as fair as fair can be," she said.
Taylor then expressed her disgust with the term "quota." She explained that affirmative action does
not aim to fill quotas, rather to
achieve fairness in the law that gave
whites a decisive advantage in edu-

cation and employment.
hi response to a question inquiring whether affirmative action program remain necessary today, she
said, "If a wrong lasted 300 years
then the remedy ought to last at
least 300 years; affirmative action
has not been around that long."
She argued that it is impossible
to "all of a sudden call for a colorblind society" and expect it to be
successful.
Using tiie issue of affirmative
action, as well as examples about
the racial divide acknowledged by
the O.J. Simpson trial, Dr. Taylor
displayed how the remnants of the
Plessy v. Ferguson decision still linger today. The vital message that
appealed to many Colby students
was clear — in order to progress in
the future, we inust understand the
past. Dr. Olive Taylor shared this
message with the Colby community in a effective, engaging manner, as she professed that history,
particularly the Plessy decision, can
teach us lessons of life-long significancer "It's a story of equal fairness
that has yet to be won, so we can
walk hand in hand to the 21st century," she said.Q

Get off the Hill for a home-cooked breakfast at

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING BONNIE'S DINER
Bonnie s Famous Homemade Coffee Cake- $1.25

***FREE TRIPS & CASH***
Find out how hundreds of student representitives
are already earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF
CASH with America 's #1 Spring Break compan y!
Sell only 15 trips and travel free! Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida! CAMPUS
MANAGER POSITIONS ALSO AVAILABLE. Call
Now! TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800)
95-BREAK!
Develop a career In the Telecommunications
field while still in college. We are a NYSE company that has united telecomm unications and
network marketing to form the perfect business. Call 842-6665.

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Travel the world
while earning an excellent income in the Cruise
Ship & Land-Tour Industry. Seasonal & fulltime employment available. No exp necessaiv. For info call 1-206-971-3550 ext. C50694

Word Perfect Secretarial Service , 3 China
Road, Winslow, ME offers typing/word processing on laser quality printing at reasonable rates. Will do term papers, theses, etc.
Call Gloria Veilleux at 872-5031 any time.

SPRING BREAK '97
FROM A LEADER TO A LEADER!
WORK WITH SST AND TRAVEL FREE!!
THE OPPORTUNITIES ARE ENDLESS!
CASH! TRAVEL! PRIZES!
JAMAICA, CANCUN, BAHAMAS, FLORIDA,
PADRE
FREEE INFO: SUNSPLASH 1-800-426-7710
OR VISIT WWW.SU NSPLASHTOURS.COM

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS! Over $6 Billion in public and private sector grants &
schorarships is now available. All students
are eligible. Let us help. For more info, call:
1-800-263-6495 ext. F50693
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Expanding our time horizons

What's the reading for tomorrow?That concert is this weekend?What
are we doing for practice today? As students, we are often most concerned about what we need to get done for the next hour, class or day.
Members of Generation X are known to have short time horizons. We
don't look any further ahead than we have to... and often this does not
extend past the next meal. Frequently our, now-centered society causes
ns to miss some really fun experiences. We may read a poster on the way
to class about some interesting show, performance or lecture, but the
worries of the present supersede thoughts of the future. By the time the
event comes around; we have a whole new set of tasks to attend to,and
theposterislong forgotten.purUvesareliyedinthepresentand thevery
near future. What is lost is the big picture;
Faced with an overwhelming and replenished schedule of exams,
readings,problem sets,labs, practices and lectures, it is no.wonder that
our thoughts rarelyextend to events more 36 hours away. This mindset
extends to the whole Colby Community^Professors often do not realize
that the paper they;assigned fails on the day after Thanksgiving break
until a few days before we leave. Performers will schedule events thai
overlap with large-scale social events. Meetings overlaplectures which
coincide with classes. With everyonestruggling to get throughthe next
f ewhours, no one Has the time to think about the next few day$^
Our lifestyle is<a choice. Sure, that paper is due tomorrow,,and yes,:
you have 150 pages to read for another class; and you do Have three
meetings before bed tonight,, but at some point (even if you can't
r emember when or.why) you made a choice to do all those things. The
bestsolution wouldbe not to live hour-by-hbur,but to think on a broader
scale. If that concert sounds interesting, plan it into your week on.
Monday so you will have the time to attend on Thursday. If you are
setting a deadline for a class,look at the college calendarand MoosePrints
to be sure it is feasible. When scheduling events, start planning soon
enough to be sure that your audience will not be at the Student Center
bash the same night. Once you have set a date, publicize it so both eventplanners and attendees know to keep their calendars free.
To show how advanced planning can work, it is safe to assume that
all of Mayflower Hill, and most of Central Maine, knows that something
big is happening involvinggrease,lightening,socks, hopping and driveins at Colby on the 23rd!
Stress is a part of. everyday life in the 1990s. Most of the, Colby
community cannot remember a day which actually had enoughhours to
do it all. Since 24 hours seems to be the standard length of a day, the best
way to decrease our stress is to look further ahead. Look at the big
picture, you might find it to be pretty beautiful.

Colby women run with pride

Three cheers for the women's cross country team? Last Saturday, this
talented group of runners placed fourth out of approximately thirty
teams at the New England Division III Qualifiers at Westfield State
College in Massachusetts. The superb finish qualified them for the
Nationals Saturday at Augustana College in Illinois, where they will face
22 teams. The team has exhibited a desire to succeed throughout their
season and has been successful despite the fact that they had no home
meets. Co-captain Liz Pagan '97, who has fought a hip. injury all season,
gave her spot to alternate Christine Kennedy '98, who made an impressive showing at the Qualifying Meet last week after losing a sneaker at the
start of the race. Working together,these talented women have been able
to achieve their goals. The team's bonding activities have made a tightknit team. The runners enter the championships with a perfect blend of
seriousness and excitement. No matter how you fare, women, know that
Colby is proud and behind you 100 percent. Good luck!
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Buenos dias from the Class of '00

Kerouac!!); 22.) Seatbelts in Mexico
(Ha!); 23.) Frida Kahlo... our hero;
24.) Our favorite teacher, Gerrardo
Gomez - the only guy you'll ever
meet with the communist manifesto
stitched onto his pants, leads student demonstrations in the Zocalo;
25.) Beware-Rabid dogs cruise the
streets (ri ght Ashley?)
SEE YOU IN FEBRUARY!!

Well... here we are, eleven Feb.
Freshmen living in college limbo
with six upperclassmen in the wild,
untamed lands of Mexico. After
hearing from our colleagues in
France we figured we'd make our
presence known. Here's a small list
of 25 random things you should
know about Colby in Cuernavaca.:
1.) Tropical and hot everyday;
2.) Cheap beer (30 cents for a bottle
of Corona Extra);3.) If you can reach
the bar... you WILL get served; 4.)
You are a GRINGO; 5.) Classes from
10 to 2 at the cehtro; 6.) Homework
(what homework? you mean siesta?);7.) Policecruise around town
in Dodge Rams while 6 guys stand
inthebackpackingautomaticweapons; 8.) Azteca stadium -Mexico 3,

Honduras 1;9.) 'Mandatory' excursions to AcapulcO,Puerto Escondido
and Cancun; 10.) There is no ^CO
BELL; 11.) Mexico... VW Beetle
mecca; 12.) Mexican staples - Tequila, Mezcal, frijoles, tortillas and
Jalapenbs; 13.) Mexican women like
money, Mexican men like blondes;
14.) Drinking on the bus; 15.)
Montezuma's revenge is a bitch
(Jason's Tapeworm); 16.) Police officers ONLY take bribes; 17.) Our
director,Jorge Acero, Man of Steel;
18.) P.R.I.— Mexico's political Monsfer; 19.) Climbmgpyrarhids is fun,
just cool it on the Jose Cuervo the
night before; 20.) Hot Cuernavaca
Disco's -Barba Azul (Bluebeard's),
Taizz; 21.) Leftovers from the hippie generation (Live on Jack

If Colby is truly a microcosm of
the country as a whole, than We as
students are fairly content with the
status quo. We re-elected President
Clinton and reaffirmed Our commitment to a bipartisan government by
allowing congress to remain under
GOP control.
The biggest question is, why
shouldn't we be satisfied with the
status quo? The stock market is bullish, and inflation and interest rates
are low. Although the current state
of our economy is extremely positive, the tell-tale signs of our current
grandeur are also omens of a dimmer future.
Retail sales are strong, which is a

good sign for the economy. However,revolvingcredit usage (money
hot paid off at the end of the month
on credit cards) is growing at an
alarming rate (18.1 percent per annum based on Federal Reserve figures of $443.7 billion and $449.9 billion July and August respectively).
This means that any upward movement in interest rates will now have
a much greater effect on the economy
then in the past, as it will choke not
only investment, but sales iii general.
We are very proud that our stock
market is at a record high level and is
continuing to grow. However, history and the laws of finance tell us

We are writing in response to
the section of Galen Carr 's
"Offsides" editorial in the Colby
Echo on November 7 regarding the
Bowdoin Polar Bears. The Polar

Bear, Ursus maritvmus is found in all polar bears,- Eskimos...1 it's all the
of the polar regions of the northern same.
hemisphere, which does not include
Antarctica... "boy, aren't these guys
Biology 493 Class
smart." But you know, penguins,

BeWare ox false optimism

Patrick "Ticho" Burlingattie '00
. Nathan "Jala" Krauss '00
The Center for Bilingual
Multicultural Studies
Cuernavaca, Mexico

that at any moment the market can
collapse. Last year, the fetiirn on the
S&P 500 was well over 30 percent,
compared to a historical average return of around 10 percent. The laws
of finance tell us that the only way to
increase returns isby increasingrisk.
So is the Federal Reserve goingto
increase interest rates and choke the
economy, or is the cuirent U.S. stock
market bubble going to crash? Only
time will tell. However, it is important to remember that the signs of
our current success are also caveats,
allusions to our potential downfall.
Andrew A. Weber '97 *

Right animaj , wrong hemisphere

Op inions
Security breach a sign of limitations
BY MIKE TRUMAN
Opinions Editor

; As some of you may k now, four
paintings were stolen from the third
floor of Eustis this week, an estimated $40,000 loss to, Colby's art
collection for which the college will
not even claim insurance; the college is self-insured up to $100,000,
meaning Colby is going to ea t this
week'sloss. Guess where that "loss"
Will be reflected? The administration is hopefully asking itself j
"Could this, theft have been pre^
vented?'' The answer is a resounding "Yes." Security at Colby is. an
accident waiting to happen and the
recent theft should sound a wake
up call for the powers that be,
namely those on the third floor of
Eustis. Security is not an area in
which Colby can afford to cut costs.
After speaking with someone
who works for security, I was
stunned by the condition of the department. The Department of Security is understaffed , underpaid and
underfunded. During the work
week, day or night, th e one secur i ty
officer on duty is expected to be
everywhere.Needless to say, this is
a logical impossibility. For example,
you may wonder how ea sy would it

be to break into one of the buildings
which are locked at night? Well,
simply pull a callbox on the other
side of campus, wait a few minutes,
and go shopping; the theft from
Eustis demonstrates how little time
it takes to steal four impressionist
paintings. Guess"whoparties the
sometimes tens of thousandsof dollars from the business officio the
bank? That's right,; the lone, unarme d secur ity off icer in a marked
vehicle. The officer may carry so
many bags that he or she has to use
them to prop open the door to t he
bank.
It does not take an administrative vice-president to realize that
Securi ty at Colby is stretched thin.
No, the answer is not to have them
all work harder. The answer is to
have more than one person on du ty,
armed with only a radio to contact
Waterville police, to serve the security needs of 1,800 students, 500 faculty and staff and a multi-million
dollar campus. The tragic irony is
that it take? the theft of four paintings from right outside the
President's office for the administration to reevaluate Security's staffing and technical limitations.
The security officer is responsible focpolicing the campus. That's

right, "policing,"enf or cing campus,
state and federal laws. Security officers are single-handedly 1 called
upon to respond to reports of suspicious peop le, unruly parties, and
domestic disputes/be they between
students or between faculty or staff.
In other Words/ thejjr j i^ provide a
token presence; Their job ^is very
real: Ish:Ht abo^t tinii6 |p start taking the safety and sechnty of Colby
students, f acul ty and staff , as well
as) those of the unprotected security
off icers , seriously? ;
!-XX7
Count yourluck^staf|t|_(atthere
have not been two emergencies at
once,calling forthe security officer
to be at two places at once. Take a
look at this year's statistics alone:
bike thefts, driving under the influence, hate crimes, acts of vandalism, etc. These events call for
extra vigilance and foresight ra ther
than gross negligence and tunnel
vision. Security requires proaction,
not reaction. This week's theft from
Eustis is just another example of
Colb y 's need to stop constantl y
patting itself on the back for small
feats and take a look at its peer
colleges. Stay tuned for others.The
would-be jewel of New Eng lan d
liberal arts is dragging its feet in
many area s.Q
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Why smoking rocks my pathetic little world
BY INGELA RATLEDGE

less anticipation of ChristmasMorning. The patch was aesthetically very
pleasing — an inspired shade of
I would like to think of myself as beige and a not-quite-covert
a Patch Success Story. Aiter smok- "Habitrol" insignia emblazoned
ing for four years and suffering from across its glossy surface. I took it out
some form of bronchitis for the of its hermetically sealed wrapper
greater part ot this period, I was and placed it on my arm,tossingmy
inspired to kick my habit,once and leftover packs of cigarettes into the
for all. With great hubris, I charged
into the healthcenter and demanded
to know my options. I was informed
We needed no words
that nicotine gum, while effective
for many, was the mere bastard
- we spoke the
brother of medicine's first line of
language of love, the
defense in smoking cessation - the
language of nicotine .
Nicotine Patch. Emerging from the
doctor'soffice ,Iwasreceiving smiles
and congratulatory nods from the
nurses. For the first time since my
enrollment at Colby, we were a garbage with a victorious,grin. It
united health care force -an Inter- tingled a little at first, and then benatipnal-Think Tank armed against gan to ache-- my entire upper arm
the emphysema , front. My three- felt.Jike my older brother had just
weeksupply wasa little on the costly punched it repeatedly in the way
side - but what was sixty bucks that only older brothers know how.
when I was buying peace of mind? But it was okay,because I was startI skipped away from the health cen- ing to feel light-headed , soothed,
ter, Shop and Save bag in hand, marvelous. I would never need to
poised to begin my new life as a smoke again! I was cured! Bob Dole
poster child for the Surgeon Gen- was right; cigarettes aren 't addiceral.. . . . , '.
tive!
.
For the first two days on the
I rushed home to examine my
new treasure,filled with the breath- patch, I was aglow with smugness.
Contributing Writer

There I was, plainly sitting in the
non-smoking section of a restaurant, and yet I was smoking. It was
like my special little secret — regardless of where I was, 14 milligrams of nicotine werebeing gradually released directly into my bloodstream.It was like main-liningpure
joy , ;
, But alas, on day three things began to go awry. For some reason, I
started biting my nails. I took up
knitting. I fidgeted and doodled and
was an overall nuisance. My roommate had mysteriously become annoying overnight, her alarm clock
chiming louder than humanly tolerable, her voice grating on my increasingly fray ing nerves. Hey,wait
a minute,everyonehad suddenly begun to aggravate me. And since
when did all my friends start smoking? Could we please just have one
meal that wasn't finished by everyone lighting up? Why does every
advertisement in every magazine
involve a man on a horse with a
cigarette? Perverse conspiracies
were closing in around me, and my
passport to Marlboro Country had
expired.
I will omit the gory details of the
week leading up to my big downfall.
See SMOKINGon page 12
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The height of smoking apartheid
BY MIKE TRUMAN

Thesmoking ban in entrances is
Opinions Editor
a relatively new concept. Since
smoking has been banned in most
These past few weeks America public buildings, smokers working
has been forced to make some very in thfese buildings have to find anbig decisions. Who will lead? Which other place to smoke. Frequently,
parties protect my interests best,yet the only place to smoke is outside.
also benefit society as a whole? How So all the smokers congregate at the
will we keep Medicare and Social entrance of the building and puff
Security funded? Meanwhile, at away. The end result? An impenColby, we've also had our share of etrable haze of carcinogens greetground breaking debates that would ing all those wishing to enter.
Suffice to say, when it first berevolutionize Colby forever. Issues
such as: Should we put soap in the gan, businesses within these buildbathrooms? Can we get Cable TV, ings were appalled with the situaand if so, can I get HBO? And my tion. Potential customers were crosspersonal favorite, should we flush ing the street. Couriers were throwthe toilets? So in keeping with the ing packages through open wingeneral theme, I'd like to propose dows to, avoid the gauntlet. Doormy own minor issue. I say we im- men were wearinggas masks... you
pose a smoking ban within a 20 foot get the picture; Something had to be
rad ius of any ent rance of a public done,'so 'the owners imposed a radius ban to clear the air. Anyone
building .on the campus.

wishingto smokeriowhad to take'a
walk around the block.
At Colby, similar situations are
starting to break out. Due to an apparent increase in smokers on campus, the entrances to the street of the
library are becoming more enveloped in smoke. The worst location
is on the second floor of Lovejoy
where the ramp intersects the building. Passerbys beware: at times,such
as between 1:20 and 1:30 p.m., oxygen is a valuable commodity in this
area. And forget rainy days—you'd
be better off jumping out a window
leaving class than trying to cross
this area.
Why is this tolerated? If smokers
want to ruin their own lungs (and
presumably pay their own medical
bills later in life), there is little I can
do about it. But what right do they
have to poison the air for non-smok-

ers? Tobacco Institute spokesman
Tom Lauria says that a ban on smoking outside is "the height of smoking apartheid." Well, there is no
constitutional right to a cigarette.
Crying "oppressed minority" seems
more like the height of absurdity.
The majority does not smoke, and
the majority believes in clearing the
air. If it comes at the smoker's expense, so be it.
Besides, there are still a couple
of places one can smoke. You're
still welcome to smoke while taking a walk (preferabl y by the mills
in Winslow). Not only does it give
those aching lungs some exercise,
it also keeps the cigarette, and its
fumes in motion, distilling some:
what its trail of toxins.
I al so hear of a new type of
cigarette marketed b y R.J.
Reynolds, the same company t ha t

brings you Camel unfiltered. It's
called Eclipse, the first smokeless
cigarette. Apparently it burns a substance not unlike the briquettes we
use in barbecues, and this reduces
the smoke to virtually nothing. Yes
it's more dangerous for the smoker
and it does appear to be the equivalent of sucking on an exhaust pipe,
but I guess the marketers figure if
the consumer will put a cigarette in
his mouth in the first place, he'll
put most anything there.
r,
With such appealing options
available to us, let's impose that
ban and free the entrances of Miller
and Lovejoy from the tyranny of
the smoking minority. Because
when you get right dpwn to it,
what's more oppressive than forcing cancer-causingagents down the
throats of your f r iends , classmates
and co-workers?Q

If you could steal anything from Eustis , what
would it be?
'
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"A copying machine/'
Nale jue '99
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"Mrs . Todrank' s job/'
Kevin O'Brien '98

"Do they have
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"Presiden t Cotter 's little black book."

Imani Nissanka '00 and Robyn Osborn '99
Echo ph otos by J ennifer Atwood

-FOCUS , continued from page 5
encouragement of at least one female and one minority in each applicant pool for open faculty positions. According to Dean of the Faculty Bob MacArthur and the Faculty Handbook, if a group of finalists is brought to campus and does
not include the two, the chair of the
search committee must account for
it to MacArthur and Director of Special Programs and Women's Services Joan Sanzenbacher,who is also
the College Affirmative Action Officer.
As with admissions guidelines,
Cotter stressed that Colby's desire to
attract women and minorities is second to the College's rigid faculty
risen from eight in 1986 to 13 tenured/tenure-track this year (out of
138tenured/tenure-tradepositions).
Pressures and misconceptions
One of the chief complaints students of color voiced a few years
ago was that the Colby they saw as
prospective students and the Colby
they arrived to the following September were two very different
schools. The chief problem, they
said, lay in the planned "minority
weekend." When Colby's racial diversity doubled,sometimes tripled,
for those three days, visiting students could not help but assume
they would meet the same representation when they matriculated.
Qne of Sherman Rosser's goals
when he took his Admissions position three years ago was to make the
Colby environment attractive to minority students while painting an
honest picture of the makeup of the
community.One step Rosser said he
took was eliminating special events
geared towards the students of color
over those weekends, and instead
encourages prospechves to go out,
with ourwithout theirstudenthosts,
and get a feel for the campus as it
truly exists.
"My goal is to give prospective
students a realistic view of Colby,"
said Rosser. "We've found that
[eliminating certain events] has
worked much better."
"It's difficult," according to Cotter. "On the one hand, we want to be
positive and encouraging. On the
other hand, we don't want to mislead. On [minority] weekends,most
of the students are staying with hosts
throughout the dormitories, they're
on their own and can have discussions about [race relations]. When
they go into the dining halls and
other places, they will see that while
their own group is very heavily stu-

A similar problem arises from
Colby 's admissions policy ;— while
there is limited preferential treatment for under-represented (be it
ethnically, geographically, religiously, etc.), because Colby does
classif y it's policies as affirmative
action, a backlash seems to exist
from students who feel such a proThere is a
gram is unfair to the majority, or
misperception that
students who do not wish to disstudent s of color are close personal information.
One student explained why,
here ... as the product
dispite
Colby's justifications, affirof affirmative action. mative action
does not sit well with
—Joshua Woodfork '97 him.
"I don't thinkColby should practice affirmative action, because
ture of the College. The Rhode Is- where you go to school should be
land native said that when he came determined by meritt and achieveto visit Colby with 10 or 11 other ment, not on uncontrolable factors."
I think there is a misperception
minority students, having the time
to explore Colby on his own and that students of color are here solely
talk frankly with his host reaffirmed as the product of affirmative achis perceptions of the school.
tion," countered , Student Associa"I knew by asking my host that tion (Stu-A) President Joshua
there might not be such a large group Woodfork '97. "People assume
[as he was with for the weekend] in Colby has this quota they're trying
my entire class," Potter said.Now a to fill, which is not true... It puts
host himself, he said he gives his some students of color in a defenprospectives the same straightfor- sive mode."
ward advice he received. "Overall,
Affirmative action and diversity
it's about being honest with your
peers.We're forthright about... what are complex issues facing colleges
our Colby experiences are like as all over the country. While Colby
individuals."
has made large steps towards the
Being honest does not imply be- goal of a campus representative of
ing discouraging. Cindy Bissoon '97 the country and beyond, Sherman
said she knew before she set foot on Rosser summed up the status of
Mayflower Hill what the ethnic di- Colby's own affirmative action proversity would look like, and never gram when he said "There will be a
really considered minority percent- limit somewhere... my goal is to
ages as a big issue when looking at break the bank."Q
schools.
"I knew all the statistics," said
Bissoon, who also saw Colby on a
minority weekend. "You read a lot
before you apply to schools... I just
thought it was a really pretty campus and everyone was very nice.
[Race] wasn't an issue for me."
Bissoon shares a view o'f race
relations at Colby that many students coming from culturally diverse backgrounds share — before
they came to Colby, race wasn't an
issue because there was no overwhelming majority. At Colby, it
becomes almost a regression to the
days when children first become
aware that not everyone looks like
they do.
"Coming from New York City,
I'm surprised at what an issue [race]
becomes here. I know it's to make
minority students more comfortable, but it sometimes alienates
them," said Bissoon.

dents of color,the College as a whole
is not."
Ky le Potter '99 agreed with
Rosser that giving prospective students the freedom to explore Colby
on their own painted the best pic-

What's your sign?
BY MATT APUZZO
Staff Writer

It has been a very thought provoking evening for me. I sit her? in
Dana, eating my popcorn chicken
and asking myself "Given the opportunityof complete academic freedom, Matt, what would you do?" I
realize that this is a very astute question which challenges the realms of
my imagination. It was only recently
that I learned what love looked like,
so a query like this was leaving me
emotionally drained.
Why, you may ask, do I pose
such intense questions of myself?
The answer issimple:the wise,philosophical sages of the Colby underground _md it necessary to inspire us
all with propaganda geared towards
probing our minds. "Do my dreams
fitintoadepartmentatColby?" Shall
I dream more and sleep less?
These questions, I have decided,
are too much for me. Perhaps with
some togetherness (which is, of
course, part of the vocab of a community), niyfriends and I can arrive
at some total enlightenment.
Or perhaps my inability to answer these inquiries should put my
Colby career into question. What if
my dreams don't fit into the Colby
anriculiim?Whatif mygradesdon't
reflect mysoul? What should be concluded from these propaganda posters? Perhaps only one thing: transferring to Hampshire College. There,
I will be able to adapt my curricu-

lum to better reflect my dreams.
Grades will no longer be an issue,
for I can major in any subjective
course, such as body piercing: something the restrictive Colby environment does not allow me to do.
I wonder who is responsible for
the many varied and unusual signs
across campus. Do people sit up late
and say "perhaps we can increase
Colby'sacceptance by plastering the
campus with pictures of gays and
lesbians?" Also,was the "vocab of a
community" mission successful in
heightening the sense of a Colby
community? And finally, who are
the faces behind the colored posters
that have put the Colby establishment into question?
I honestly wonder who these
people are and what they think is
missing from Mayflower Hill.What
are they dreaming while they are
sleeping less that is not satisfied by
Colby's curriculum? Do they have
aspirations of driving a truck, but
feel that four years at Colby will
leave them lacking skills necessary
for a productive future on the road?
If your high priced education is falling short of your dreams, please,
don't dream more. Don't sleep less.
Do something to change that fact.
There are plenty of schools that can
prepare you for any field imaginable. A handwritten sign on the back
of a piece of colored copy paper
does nothing to change your situation. And no amount of sleeping
(less or more) will eifher.Q

While this event was sparked by the Ij §I@EST
and Sitn^SSllllfEC incidents on campus,

the TOl WIll is open to all Colby faculty, staff
and students to discuss 0&11 issues that are

critical to our campus community

SMOKING continued frompage 11
jVty eventual breakdown was unfor tunately timed during Parents' Weekend. Obviously,!was
in Freeport — my aunt, un cle
and I had just endured the always-fri ghtening yet eminentlynecessary L.L. Bean experience.
1could t ake t he agony no longer
— I spotted two Japanese tourists puffing away and tackled
them. We needed no words —
we spoke t he languag e of l ove,
the language of nicotine. They
gave me an entire pack of cigaret t es, intuitively understanding
Ihatthe road I hadbeen on was a
long and painful one. Much to
t he dis d ain of my family, I sa t
down and smoked un I ill coul d
smoke no longer. I wa s? back in
my safe , happy happy happy
place. I was whole again.
: ' t 'l

I wi sh I could say t ha t I regret

my decision to restart the j ourney

to lung cancer land. But I don't,
not one bit. My friends are curiously less annoy ing, my nails
have grown back, my kn i t ti ng
needles are safe ly tucked away. I
am cont ent, an d I have cigaret tes
to thank for it. Yes, I may die
twenty years earlier than a nonsmoker and look forward to hearing myself speak t hroug h a voicebox. On the other hand , tomorrow I could get hit by a Mack
truck in the Concourse or receive
a love letter from the Unabomer
or be diagnosed with Mad Cow
disease. It's a bi g, scary worl d ou t
there,and one that I don 't want to
go th roug h without my little carcinogenic companions.Q

November 18th
7:30-9:30 pm.
Pugh Common Room

Sponsored by students qfED235, Multicultural Education and the Difference of Politics
!

Arts& Entertai nment

Fall One-Acts Festival cause for celebration
BY DENNIS D'ANGELO
Staff Writer

Powder and Wig's resurrection of the Fall
One Act's Festival in the Cellar Theater this
past weekend, complete with both published
and student-written works, was an overall
joy to watch. The festival, brought to its culmination under the supervision of Annie
Kuniholm '98, was comprised of David
Mamefs "NoOne Will Be Immune,"Tennesee
Williams' "The Chalky White Substance,"
Christopher Durang's "For Whom the Southern Belle Tolls," Eugene Ionesco's "Tlie Lesson" and a series of Interludes: "Voices,"
"Idiocy," "The
'What' .Girl/' "The
Importance
of
Learning"and "Rebellion," all written
and directed b y
Nicole Bedell '99.
Cohesive and well
acted, the Fall One
Act's Festival was
well worth watches ., •• ' ' ':
The festival began with the first of
the Interludes,
"Voices," a monologue which dealt
with an individual
convinced he had
separate voices
within his head
talking to him.John
Reid Partington '99
("Spared") delivered the .mono- - ¦ ¦' ¦ ' ¦
logue with approJosh Scharback '98
priate frenzy and
emphasis. The monologue corresponded directly to the first one act, "No One Will Be
Immune," directed by first time director
Michele Machalani '99 and stage managed by
Craig A. Lundsten '97. The play starred A.
Benjamin Grasso '99 ("Six Characters in Search
of an Author"), as an interrogator and Joshua
S. Scharback '98 ("The Marriage of Bette and
Boo") as a man tortured by memories of abduction and a Cassandra complex which we
never fully come to understand. Like many of
Mamet's words, "No One Will Be Immune"
depends largely upon the ability of its actors
to maintain the high level intensity and the
rapid paced dialogue while keeping the audience involved. Machalani and her actors succeed in this endeavor, largely through the

frugal and exact use of position and movement of the actors, as well as a impressively
designed technical scheme, done by Peter
Clark '98 and Paul Coffey '98. Grasso and
Sharback do well to keep the play under their
control, and only at a couple of moments did
it feel as though the intensity started to carry
the play away. Overall, this was a well constructed production solidly done.
Immediately following a scene change was
the second of the Interludes, "Idiocy," performed by Beth A. Johnson ("Spared"). This
monologue, with its precision in language
and deliverance gave the audience shivers as
the piece profiled alienation and the human
need to connect. This led into Tennessee Williams' "The
Chalky White
Substance," directed
by
Kuniholm and
stage managed
by Lundsten. A
haunting pbstapocal yptic
piece centered
around a sexual
protector-subservient relationship,
it
starred Andy
Zuffoletti '97
("The Normal
Heart") as Mark
and Kenneth
Paul Sarzynski
'99 ("Faking It")
as Luke. The
messages concerning
the
Echo photo by Jennifer Atwobd need for survival over the
and Ben Grasso '99
need for love or
attachment becomes clearer throughout as
Luke is gradually overpowered, both verbally and physically, by a domineering Mark,
and the continuity of this theme remains
throughout, largely due to both actor's understanding of the dynamic of their dramatic
situation and characters. However, at moments the homoeroticism of their relationship wavered and became somewhat difficult to believe. The technical aspects of the
show,handled by Erik Mitchell '97 and Ellen
Pignatella '98, greatly contributed to the
show's atmosphere. Overall, "The Chalky
White Substance" was strong and disturbing,
and a good way to end the first act.
The second act opened with a light-hearted
and clever parody with "The 'What' Girl," an

The cast of the Fall One-Acts
interlude which ridiculed both fashion industry dictates and many of those who stringently try to follow or become part of the
industry. Emily LeBlanc '99 ("Into the
Woods") did a very good job as the overenergetic and air-headed ''What" girl, and
this allowed the audience to relax for Christopher Durang's "For Whom the Southern Belle
Tolls," directed by April Armstrong '97 and
stage managed/assistant directed by Jill M.
Huntsberger '99. A riotous parody of Tennessee Williams' classic "The Glass Menagerie,"
the play starred Betsy Clark '98 ("The Marriageof Bette and Boo") as the mother Amanda
Wingvalley, Dan Maccarone '98 ("Hamlet")
as Lawrence, newcomer Andrew W. Littell
'98 as Tom and Johnson as "Ginny" Bennet.
The intricacies of the play revolve around
Durang's recasting of Tom as a closet homosexual, Lawrence as the psychosomatic wimp
of a son and Ginny as a lesbian love interest
that doesn't develop with Lawrence. The delivery indicated good direction and a great
deal of practice, and the entire show did well
in terms of comedic timing. The exaggerated
Southern accents came in and out at times,
though this worked within the spoofing nature of the play. "For Whom..." was a good
way to start out the second act, and a set and
lighting design (by Sarzynski and Rachel
Gitelson '00), which included a coffee table
full of pills, and very appropriate costuming
only added to the audience's enjoyment of
the show.
The fourth interlude, entitled "The Importance of Learning," involved the struggle
to receive education as opposed to inoculation, The performance was well delivered by
Martin Milkovits ("Six Characters...").

Henry V9 bards Colby audiences
BY DAN MACCARONE
A&E Ed itor

More than two hundred people
packed themselves into Strider Theater last Thursday night to witness
the Shenandoah Shakespeare Express (SSE) perform Henry V, or as
they like to pronounce it, "Henry
Vee."
Before the show even began , the
audience got the feeling that this
was not going to be your normal
Shakespearean play, with its often
overbearing language and overacted characters, but rather a fun
and unique experience. One of the
actors, John Harrell, took the stage
and advertised the vast choices audience members had if they wanted
to pur chase souvenirs a t th e end of
the play. These memorabilia ranged
from a fifty-cent expanded program
to fifteen dollar T-shirts which listed
t he plays SSE is perf orming on th is

Echo photo by J ennifer Atwood

Milkovits kept the right tone of subtle fury
and indignant resignation, commenting on
the difficulty of exploring independent
thought at various stages in our lives:
This made way for the last one act, "The
Lesson," written by Eugene Ionesco, directed
by Bradley S. Reichek '00 and stage managed
by Dave Famiglietti '00. The played starred
LeBlanc as the maid, Laura Eichelberger '99
(" ...Bette and Boo") as the pupil, and Andy
Glos '97 ("The Normal Heart") as the professor. Ionesco's extremely complex and devastating play dealt primarily with how language
and education might be twisted to produce
catastrophic consequences. The problems here
were not with the acting or with the direction,
but rather with the length of the play and its
demanding dialogue. "The Lesson"requires a
great deal of attention from the audience, and
by the end of the evening, most people did not
have any left to give. A shorter play might
have been easierto handle,though this version
had almost thirty minutes of dialogue cut out
of it. Despite this, the acting was crisp and
intense, with Glos's increasingly psychotic
professor becoming more and more threateningtoEichelberger'stormented pupil. LeBlanc,
as the maid who cleans up the mess, stayed
poised throughout.
The evening ended with the final interlude, "Rebellion," in which Huntsberger portrays a frustrated individual trying to make
her mark in an already marked up world. At
times the dialogue seemed to go over the top,
but Huntsberger's delivery kept the text under control, ultimately sending the audience
out to make the night their own. This was a
very good night at the theater and a festival
we will hopefully see again.?

year 's tour. In order to further cap- France's land, as well as the French Kate.
and agreed to wear them upon their
tivate the audience, as if selling throne, are, according to the BishThoug h the company made the hats. When it was discovered that
merchandise was not enough, ops, rightfully English territory . story easier to understand than Henry was Nym's masked enemy,
Harrell went on to sing an original Theybase their claim upon the "Salic Shakespeare's language often does the latter obviously, in a very comic

rock and roll song, with obvious Law." Henry, upon making a forTalking Heads influences. One of mal claim to the French throne, is
the lines went "This ain't no party/ mocked by French Prince Dauphin,
This ain't no disco/ This ain't no and thus decides that a war is not
foolin' around." Other than those out of the question and proceeds to
lines, though, he pretty much stuck startone. Concurrently,after Henry
to original lines,sing ing "take me to banished Falstaff from the country
an alehouse, take me to a whore- in Henry IV as his first act as king,
house/ If I vomit, keep me off my his old friends, Pistol, Nym and
back."
Bardolph, mourn the death of their
After the musical interlude, the compadre and resolve to join the
play actually began, leaving off ba- king's war in France.
sically where Shakespeare's Henry
As the pla y moves on, Henry
IV (or as they pronounce it "Henry orders the execution of three EnI.V.") left off. With his father having glish noblemen who have accepted
ju st died , Prince Hal had been Fren ch gold to betray him and, at
crowned K ing Henry V of Eng land. the K ing 's cour t, Hen r y 's un cle
As the play begins, the Archbishop Exeter demands that the French
of Can ter bury an d the Bishop of E ly crown an d king dom be surrendered
off er Henry more money an d the t o the Eng lish. In the end, the Enblessing of the church for an inva- glish did win the war, an d Henry is
sion of France , because much of betrothed to the French Princess

for young American audiences,
there were still some obviously confusing parts. SSE generously made
these even easier to understand by
providing, on the back of the program, a play-by-play of "stuff that
happens in the play."
The troupe was excellent and
definitely one of the best touring
companies thatPerforming Artshas
broug ht to Colby. Their sense of
comedy and drama was trul y displayed in this performance as Henry
f oug ht to gain what he felt was rightfully his, but also as along the way
he played a hilarious trick of mistaken identity on poor N ym wh o,
for the sake of his country, challenge d t he di sgu ised Henry to a
fight the next time they met. In ord er to ensure t ha t t hey woul d know
each ot her , they each traded a glove

moment, surrendered to the king,
apologizing profusely.
Most of the attendees enjoyed
t he sh ow, even if puzzled faces
indicated
they
were
slightlyconfused by the language.
Indeed, those silting on the stage
(yes, they filled Strider to capacity
plus a several rows of chairs on the
stage itself) got the best show, being able to see what was going on
no matter what direction the actors faced. SSE was the second
touring company to come to Colby
this year and they gave a spotlight
lecture earlier in the day on
Thurday as well as a special workshop in the Robbins Room in Miller
Libra ry that afternoon. Colby an d
the surrounding community can
sur el y look f orwar d t o seeing t hem
again in the future.Q

'Secrets and Lies'
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BY MEG BELANGER

The Spotted Dog: the hottest spot in town

Staff Writer

prices range from $2.25 to $3.50—while it s more than
a plastic cup at Winslow, the all-around quality, both in
& JEN ATWOOD
brew and atmosphere, makes up for the price (and then
some). We stuck to Pete's and the Maine microbrews,
The first time we made our way to Waterville's none of which were a disappointment. The real pint
newest watering hole, someone likened our anticipa- glasses add validity to the good-beer experience, and
tion to that of approaching Babylon — a veritable class to the joint. Here's our Let's Go: Waterville guide to
Paradise Regained after losing most other bars in town. four Spotted Dog beers:
PETE'S WICKED WINTER BREW: This is one of
The Spotted Dog Tavern opened with a large collar to
fill — Waterville's thirsty and needs a deep bowl to Pete's best known brews, and far better than the Strawdrink from.
berry Blonde (see last week). If you can juxtapose a
""f he Spotted Dog is a spot worth hitting. An eclectic mulled cider with a good beer, then voila! Sweet, with
mix of 33 beers (eight of which are on draught), an a hearty taste to warm the bones on a cold winter's
amply stocked bar,a groovin'dance
night.
KATAHDIN RED: The rich
floor and live music are just a few of
of this amber beer reminds us
the ingredients which give this bar/
' : , '¦ color
:
o£3LE&
of
the
foliage up at Baxter a few
eatery if s St. Elmo's Fire-esque flaA
A
*
^ Jj ^sSSSSf^^
vor. It's cozy yet not cramped , and
weeks ago. The beer lives up to its
namesake—flavored with a hearty
the brick walls, unobtrusive lightwheat taste, it was delicious and
ing and multitude of moveable
drinkable. The beer is almost as
tables for larger groups instantly
impressive
as the real thing.
transport you from Waterville to
^^^^VEBK ^^^
SEA DOG INDIA PALE ALE:
Portland.
We
had to wonder: are these two
The crowd is what makes the
canines ofthe samebreed? The SpotSpotted Dog great. Everyone there
(old,young,Colby,Waterville,who-knows-where) are ted Dog is a place to relax; Sea Dog is the way to do it.
all psyched to party and it's obvious this is what we've The bitter flavor was distinct but not overwhelming,
all been waiting for. The up-beat atmosphere is conta- although the last few sips were biting.
SHIPYARD EXPORT ALE: Shipyard is good. It's
gious; an older crowd twisted (and entertained) on the
dance floor while the 20-somethings seemed content to nothing special, a smooth beer with little punch. It was
at this point we decided "hey, it's loud... it doesn't
crowd the bar or hop from table to table.
They serve dinner, but with the music so loud really matter what you drink!"
conversations can only be had outside,in the bathroom
There are our picks and pans for Spotted Dog Tavor lip-to-ear (which may be just what you have in mind, ern beer - now for our one major gripe. Hello waitwho are we to judge...). The band was decent, playing ress?!? Where are you? While we understand Saturcover tunes for the most part, but they were a real days are busy times, waiting a half-hour to order our
mood-enhancer.
first round was a bit much. The service was consistent,
Now, for the beer. One word: GUINNESS. Two though; once we located a waitress, she checked on us
more: on tap. It was served a little too cold, which frequently (although she didn't know what a Cherry
compromises its trademark creamy, rich taste. How- Wheat was). One word of warning: it is not uncommon
ever, Guinness being such a rare bird in these parts,we to spy professors enjoying a drink themselves, so be
were happy to take what we could get and were more careful when celebrating that extension by heading.to
than thrilled with the well-poured draught (besides, if the Spotted Dog for a night of boozing.
The spots on this dog are definitely hot, and there s
you've got willpower, just wait a few minutes and it
much more we could continue raving about the food,
will warm up).
Speaking of temperature, there was quite a bit of drink and atmosphere. However, since it's less than
smoke in the Spotted Dog, but definitely no fire — two miles from campus at 1 Post Office Square on
unlike many bars that get packed on a Saturday night, upper Main St., it's a cheap cab ride for a rockin' good
this one does not make you wish for Bermudas and a time. Tuesday ni ghts are Irish Nights, with Irish bands
tank top (maybe goggles and a gas mask, if you're not and specials on Irish beers (give you one guess...).
keen on second-hand smoke).
Woof-woof!!Good doggy!
But we digress; back to the good stuff , and our
Next week: Case Studies will referee a showdown
reason for taking our books to the bar... beer. Aside
between
ihe Maine microbrews. This is sure to riva l last
froro the Irish Delight (Guinness, kids), your draught
weekend's Tyson fig ht , only no Pay-Per-View view suboptions include Sam Adams, Shipyard, Pete's Wicked
s
cription is required — just a Maine State ID, Q
Winter, Sea Dog, Katahdin , Bud and Coors Li ght. Beer

BY ERIN DUGGAN
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Railroad Square Waterville
872-9135
Fresh Garden Salads
French On ion Sou p
Seriou s Deserts
M icrobrew s
Open Every Day
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What is another name lor Jewish Dixieland music?

The f irst student to come by with the correct answer will be rewarded
with a free brick oven pizza .
Lnst week's answer: Why are manhole covers round? Only n roun d
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Spotl ight Lecture: "The 1996
Presidential Election: Issues
avoided , questions not '
asked."
Page Commons Room
November 14, 11 a.m.
Elij ah Parish Lovej oy
Convocation

Lorimer Chapel

November 14, 8 p.m.

Concert: Colby Jazz Ensemble

Pequod Reading

Grand Central Ca(6 Qu estion of the Week:
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Lorimer Chapel
November 16, 8 p.m.

¦
"' 10% off for students every Monday and Wednesday

cover cannot Hill back through t he hole
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Mike Leigh, the director of "Secrets and Lies," said, the film "is
about roots and identity, the everchanging images we all have of
ourselves and each other, and
our compulsive need to reaffirm
constantly who and what we
are, and where we come from. It
is also a tale of love and caring
and deep longings, and of the
awesome relentlessness of the
passage of time."The moviewas
good, but not that good.
"Secrets and Lies" tells the
story of a family and the skeletons in their closets. Hortense
is a black optometrist who goes
searching for her birth mother
after her adoptive mother dies. She
discovers thatherbiologicalmother
is Cynthia, a white factory worker,
who lives in a run down house with
her daughter, Roxanne and they
are always at each other's throats.
Cynthia'syounger brother Maurice
is a successful photographer and
lives in a posh house with his wife,
Monica.When Hortense finally contacts Cynthia, it opens up a whole
new world to both of them. Cynthia
cleans up her act and starts acting
like a mother to Hortense. The family notices the difference but no one
knows what is going on. When
Cynthiafinally tellsher family about
Hortense, all hell breaks loose and
secrets and lies that have been hidden for years rise to the surface. Yet,
in the end, family triumphs.
Brenda Blethyn plays Cynthia,
and is a prominent TV and stage
personality in the United Kingdom.
Her films include "A River Runs
Through It," in which she plays
Brad Pitt's mother. She won the
Best Actress award at the 1996
Cannes Film Festival for her role as
Cynthia.
Marianne Jean-Baptiste plays
Hortense. Shehas recently recorded
a blues album and has appeared in
many stage productions, including
one she wrote. Maurice is played by
Timoth y Spall, marking his fourth
production with director Mike
Leigh.
He
appeared
in
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. .and down the road.
Concer t : Ann Lof quist and Nina

Tilander Duet
Portland Museum of Art
November 14, 7:30 p.m.

Play : China Doll
Bowdoin College
November 14 -16, 8 p.m.
Play .Death of a Salesman
Waterville Opera House
November 15-17, 8 p.m.
Play : Cloud 9
Bates College
. .. November 15 -17, 8 p.m.

Concert: Rustic Overtones

Bates College
November 15, 9 p.m.
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Quadrophenia."
"Secrets and Lies" is a good film,
overall. Unfortunately, it runs a bit
long, coming in at 2 hours and 22
minutes. By the time it ends,you are
quite ready for the credits to roll. It
has a tendency to drag a little,but is

Photo courtesy of October Films
scene front Secrets and Lies
worth sitting through. The English
accents are very thick and it took a
little while to get used to them, but
then,of course,then you had to translate all those English words into
American. For example, "nappies"
are diapers, a "snog" is a kiss and a
"slag"is a slut. They use phrases like
"Give us a cuddle" and the word
"happy " is pronounced "uppy."
Most ofthe time,the language differences add a comical twist to seeing
the movie,but other times if s a pain
in the neck and you have to strain to
hear the actors clearly. Cynthia has a
high-pitched, annoying voice and
completely overuses the words "darling" and "sweetheart," which can
be a bit sickening at times.
Despite the film's faults, "Secrets
and Lies"is an enlightening comedy
about the overpowering strength of
familial roots and ties. It also has a
bunch of laugh-out-loud moments.
For example, they show Maurice
photographing people for portraits
and these sequences add a lot to the
film. The ending is surprisingly well
done, and not drowning in sentimentality. The whole movie offered
an honest look at rifts that occur
between family members and the
bonds that can bring them back together. If you have the time,if sworth
checking out. "Secrets and Lies" is
playing at Railroad Square Cinema
from November 15th through December 5th.Q
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Cinema
Stu-A Film: A Time to Kill
Lovej oy 100
November 14 -16, 7 p.m. & 9
p .m .
Beautiful Thing
Railroad Square Cinema
November 15 -21 at 7:15 p.m.
Weekend Matinee at 3:20 p.m.
Latcho Drom
Railroad Square Cinema
November 15 - 21 at 5:10 p.m.
and 9:05 p.m.
Weekend Matinee at 1:15 p.m.

Secrets and Lies

Railroad Square Cinema
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November 15 - 21 at 4:20 p.m., 7
I
p.m. and 9:35 p.m.
Weekend Matinees at 1:30 p.m. j

... and you thou ght there was nothing to do this weekend
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Open mic packs W in Salesman to die in Waterville
this weekend
BY DEAN HENRY
Staff Writer

Notonlyisheanincrediblecobk,
but Colby'svery own Joey McClain
can play the guitar!As host of last
Thursday'sopen mic,Joey put on a
displayofbothhisvocal andinstrumental talents to a packed Coffeehouse.
Witha soft clear voiceaccomp anied by his acoustic guitar, Joey
played several different songs to
kickoff thenight.Amongthemwere
"All Along the Watch Tower" and
"Angel" a song written and performed by Ellis Paul. McClain also
displayed Iris talent for song writing when he performed an original
song titled "Why /'
This event was enthusiastically
attendedbyalargenumberofColb
y
students. Some were close friends
of McClain and others came to be
entertained by fellow Colby students. The amount of talent within
the student body is extremely impressive, however equally (if not
more) impressive is the willingness
of students to share their talents.
"Open Mic is great!" said,Matt
Davis '00, who was one among
many who performed on Thursday
ni ght. "The atmosphere is warm,
cozy and supportive. For us Tow
key' musicians you can't ask for
more than that."

Davis was perhaps one of the
most impressive musicians who
performed . He played all original
songs which incorporated.quick
complicatedguitar chords with well
written lyrics. Among the songs
which were played were "Kansas
Winds"and "SicknessAfter a Carnival Ride."
Among other musicians, Zoe
Kaplan '97 performed several different Beatlestunes. Zoe,whois no
stranger to performing at the Coffeehouse, sang with Bubba Toba
earlier this year.
Seniors Sarah Brownstein and
Anna Hamlen also performed on
Thursday, displaying their wide
range of musical talents. Included
in their performance was an a
cappellarenditionof "Scarbarough
Fair/' and a guitar accompanied
"Reunion"by thelndigoGirls.They
also performed a song native to
Africa on the Bongo drums. Great
vocal talent and the diversity of
theirmusicmadetheirperformance
extremely successful.
The combination of having a
great host and a wealth of student
talent made this past Thursday
night very successful. Special
thanks to Krista Brown '99 who
organizes and makes these events
possible.. Upcoming events at the
Coffeehouse include: Nov, 20
"Pequod" reading, and Nov. 21
singer/songwriterTomPirozzoli.Q

'Latcho Drom9 disappoints,
delights, confu ses, clarifies
BY DENNIS D'ANGELO
Staff•Writer. .. ..

have benefited ,however, as they all
would have,from somebackground
information telling the audience
when a scene had changed, when
we were with a new band of gypsies, and what was unique to their
situation. The time spent trying to

"Latcho Drom" ( "Safe Journey"),
a film from Tony Gatlif, tries its best
to give compassionate and sincere
portraits of different gypsy groups
throughout the Middle East and
Europe, though it only partially succeeds. The film centers around the
musical and nomadic traditions of
different gypsy bands ranging from
India to Spain and profiles groups
in Slovakia, Turkey, Greece, Romania and Hungary. The cinematograph y is very good,but the flow of the
movie is not, and at times "Latcho
Drom " leaves us confused as to
where we are and what the situation is.
The problem centers mainl y
around the lack of subtitles as well
as the film s own ambiguity over
what it is. At times it seemed like a
documenta ry, although there was
very little in the way of commentary. More frustrating was the inconsistent subtitling. Some songs
would be subtitled only half way
Photo courtesy of Shadow Distrib uti on
through, while others would be
comp lete and still others not at all.
Thisbecame frustratingasthemovie A gypsy dancer in India.
progressed and the audience is left
more and more out of understand- figure out these elements took away
ing the situations in each tableau.
from appreciating the music.
This is not to say that "Latch
The music in "Latcho Drom" is
Drom" is a terrible movie. There is a integral to the story and very good.
lot of great music and some beauti- Indeed , if all you are interested in is
full y shot scenes which detail the going to see and hear performances
gypsy struggle yesterday and to- of traditional and contemporary
day. One scene involves an elderly gyp sy songs, "Latcho Drom" is an
woman recalling the holocaust in a unquestionably good place to do it.
pained song about her earnest need As a film, how ever, it would have
for survival. This scene, shot in a benefited from some simple addiwinter landscape, elicits the chilling tions, such as the consistent subeffec t which the song has on the titles. If this does not bother you
listener. In another well directed though, and your t h or ough interest
scene , an elderly man recalls the is experiencing gypsy music and
re'gn and execution of Nicholae elements of the gypsy experience,
Ceausescu, the tyrannical dictator "La tcho Drom" is wor th the pr ice of
°f Romania. These scenes would admission.Q

Bernard (Brian Ross), Charley's secretary Jenny (GorBY DAN MACCARONE
don), Willy'sboss Howard Wagner (Greg Marsanskis),
A&E Editor
bartender Stanley (James T. Lunney) and two women
in the bar (Kristi Gates, Elizabeth Bolstad).
This Fridaythrough Sunday,Arthur Miller's "Death
"It is primarily about the relationship between a
of a Salesman" will be performed at the Waterville father and his son, and their relationship with our
Opera House. The Friday and Saturday night shows country. It is a tragedy because of the challenges that
are at 8 p.m., with a Sunday matinee at 2 p.m.
Willy dictates his life to facing and that he can't walk
The play was originally produced on February 10, away from," says Hitt.
1949 in New York City, where it won a Pulitzer Prize,
Besides being a fantastic play, "Death of a Salesthe New York
man" is also a chance
Drama Critics
for old friends to get
Circle award
together, according to
and the Tony
Sewell,referring to his
Award for Best
ability to work with
Play.
The
Koonce, Thurston and
Waterville OpGordon.
era House's verThis show is prosion of the play,
duced by FP Producdirected
by
tions, a not-for-profit
Robert Hitt,
community theater
stars Professor
corporation organized
Emeritus of Perby Rick Foster and Joan
forming Arts
Phillips-Sandy. Its first
and
former
production was "3x5,
head of Colby's
Three Funny-Poignant
Performing
Plays by Five Playful
Arts DepartPeople." These were
ment, Howard
followed by two
Koonce, as well
Rod gers
and
as Adjunct AsHammerstein musisociate Profesfall' s
cals, last
sor of Perform"Cinderella" and last
ing Arts RichPho to courtesy of FP Productions summer's "Carousel."
ard
Sewell, Richard Sewell and Howard Kounce
In August, FP Produc'
Sewell' s w if e
tions produced Neil
and member of Colby 's History Department, Kim Gor- Simon's "The Gingerbread Lad y " and is committed to
don. The set was designed by Adjunct Associate Pro- adding to the diversity of the Central Maine theater
fessor of Performing Arts Kim Thurston.
scene.
The story is set in Brooklyn in 1949,with flashbacks
Tickets for any of the three performances are availto earlier times, where Willy Loman (Koonce), a travel- able at the Opera House Office through Friday, Noing salesman who has seen better days, or so he thinks, vember 17 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Phone orders are also
centers his life on work and his family—his wife Linda accepted by calling 873-7000. It looks to be an enjoyable
(Colby graduate Joyce M. Smith ') and sons Happy time for boih those who were forced to read the play
(Chris Kuhlthau ) and Biff (Jon Saleeby). Others in the multiple times in high school and for people who have
cast include Willy's successful brother and mentor Ben never read any of Miller's works.Q
(Sewell), neighbor Charley (Phil Price) and his son
"-—"-—-———~-——™— tith
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SSE teaches through improv

of a circlewhileobservingstudentscould say, "Freeze,"
BY CHIRISTOPHER DACUS
then replace one of the actors in the circle and change
the direction of the improvisation to a different situaStaff Writer
tion. This exercise spawned many hilarious situations
The Shenandoah Shakespeare Express pulled into and comments.Whenaskedhowimprovisationplayed
Colby this week with a Spotlight Lecture and a perfor- a part in their own acting, one of the members said that
mance of "Henry V." The company has come to Colby they often use improvisation in their rehearsal process
before to perform such Shakespeare plays as "Othello," to add to their understanding of various scenes. Students were
"Romeo
and
also taught to
Juliet" and "Tamlisten more
ing of the Shrew."
acutely to lines
Th e gr oup w a s
while
on stage
founded in 1988 at
in order to imJames Madison
University by a
prove their
own perforprofessor and a
student. Now they
mance. Colby
travel t hroughout
student and
prominent
the coun t ry and
p e rf o rm i ng
the world perarts particif o r m i n g
pan t
Shakespeare. AtJosh
Scharback
'98
tempting to persaid that he enform plays as they
appeared at the
joyed
the
workshops
GlobeTheatre,few
propsareusecland
t ha t t he group
offered
and
the audience area
is kept ligh t ed .
Echo photo by Kate Dun lop t ha t they were
beneficial.
Members say t his Colby students with Shenandoah Shakespeare Express
The group
approach is comparable to performing classical music with original has been to Colby several times and commented that
instruments in order to gain the most authentic sound. the audiences have always been good at Colby. The
The Spotlight lecture came in the form of an actors' roa d manager, Marnee Wa t ts, said that the Colby
workshop foraspir ingimprovisationalists. The troupe audiences have been, "warm and responsive," She
split up the audience into groups of twenty and took also commented on how good the food in our dining
them Into separate rooms of the Student Union. There halls is compared to other colleges.
The lecture allowed studen t actors to i n teract with
they ran through a va ri ety of exerc ises designed t o
increase awareness of the technique of improvisation. tour ing actor s an d t o experien ce a di f feren t approach
Stud enls began by stretching a nd then practiced d i f fer- from their usual Colby instructors. The performance
ent walks. One of the most humorous exercises was of "Henry V" later t ha t day complemen t ed t he
havinix thestudents perform imnrovskitsin themiddle workshoD.Q

Wind ensemble spectacular
BY DAVID FENTON

BY CHRISTOPHER

Staff Writer

An enthusiastic crowd witnessed an excellent performance by the Colby Wind Ensemble with special
guests The Colonial Brass Quintet this past Saturday
evening. The show, held in the Lorimer. Chapel, was
infused with energy manifested by conductor and
director Christopher White.
The Ensemble is a conglomeration of Colby students,local high school students and community members. They were accompanied by the acclaimed Colonial Wind Ensemble,which has toured the entire country.
The opening piece by Nicholas Rimsky-Korokov
entitled "Procession of the Nobles" started the performance off on the ri ght foot with a powerful and precise
horn section and a subtly supporting woodwind section. The Ensemble truly captured the essence of the
opera ballet as it was conceived.
This was followed by a Scottish folk tune entitled
"Ye Banks and Braes O' Bonnie Doon." The Ensemble
displayed their talent and dynamismby capturing this
piece's layered texture and melodic quality clearly and
effectivel y.
Perhaps the most playful selection of the evening
occurred right before the intermission with the piece
"La Fiesta Mexicana." While the Ensemble seemed to
be slightly off the mark rhythmically on this piece, a
number of the different themes were performed impeccably. The instrumental interplay was exceptional as

V -DAPUS
Staff Waiter,.,.
.,, - , ~m

Romeo and J uliet
Soundtrack

Echo p ho to by Michele Weber
The Colby Wind Ensemble joined the
Colonial Brass Quintet on Saturday.
was the negotiation of different moods.
After the intermission, The Colonial Brass Quintet
performed a selection of works from their regular
show. Selections ranged from a. fugue, by: Bach to the
jazz standard Little Brown Jug by Glen Miller. The
unorthodox addition of a percussionist to the quintet
opened up a number of musical directions for the band.
The highlight of the performance came on the closing
march, which captured the audience completely. The
band's experience and precision complemented the
Ensemble's performance well.
When all was said and done, the Ensemble had
played two and a half hours of excellent music and
everybody left feeling satisfied.Q

Brox reads 'Here and Nowhere Else'
BY DAVID FENTON
Staff Writer

A moderately small audience
assembled this past Thursday to listen to the writing of Jane Brox '78
Brox read prose from her book
"Here and Nowhere Else," as well
as from a new piece that has yet to
be released.
The subject of her writing centered around her return to her
family's farm after years of being
away. Brox addressed her relationship with her family as well as her
interaction with the land itself
through thecreation of images. This
Echo photo by Kate Dunlop
is where her effectiveness as a writer Poet Jane Brox *78
truly excelled.Brox's prose achieved
what normally can only be captured nation.
Particularly striking moments
by poetiy: a sharp emotion-laden
image without the need for expla- included Brox's description of the

walnut harvest, her father's deeply
rooted traditions,a striking description of deer foraging for apples and
what Brox herself deemed "An ode
to rust." Through each Of these passages the audience was not only
entranced by the beauty of the writing, but also given a window into
the essence of Jane Brox.
A Iri the rrtdstelmotional readingof
the evening, Brox read about the
death of her father. The passage
struck a chord in the audience, as
was evidenced by the silence that
followed. As Brox explained, the
problem with writing good prose is
negotiating the person you become
through the writing process itself.
Brox's deft handling of this issue
enhanced her cathartic work and
would deeply move those who
listen.Q

Matthew 's Brothers brings attitude to
Coffeehouse
BY LARRY BENESH
Staff Writer

Maybe it was the all the rain that kept the audience
small for the November 9 Coffeehouse concert by
Matthew'sBrothers. What many people missed was an
intimate performance by Christopher and Rob Williams, whose voices blended especially well, and several humorous moments. Indeed, it was the pair's
strength of voices and gregarious attitude that made
their two sets enjoyable.
"Matthew is the iiarne of our youngest brother,"
Rob Williams said to explain the name of the band '. "We
fel t we had to include him in some way/'
Not only was their fifteen-year-old brother included
in the name of the band,the two also sang a song about
him called ''Little Brother." In it they tried to explain
that although there are "many years between us/ You
know I've Been there before."
Another song that centered around a family member was called "Qramrhy 's Song." Th e lyrics and rnood
were mostl y sad and reverent, and tlie refrain staled
"When two hearts are one / And one goes away/ The
other is left to face the day." Still, the song was not
devoid of funny details.
A coup le of songs hinted at Christian or Biblical
im agery like "Only One Love" a n d "No .Betler Love."
A particularl y funny moment was a song called "Bovine Revolu tion," Christopher , Williams played two
tiny ketchup and mustard jars as a background instrument, arid they sang of "total cow anarchy."

Album Reviews

,, Echo p hoto by Kristhia Smith
. , , ; . .. ¦' /
^ 's
Christopher and Rob Williams ofMatthtiiv
Brothers
Some of the strongest songs were the more upbeat
and energetic ones like "Skipping Stones," "A nyway "
and ''Tell Me." The weight was more on their voices
einrj less pri the lyrics, and the two sang well together1!
Thp gti(it^rVwork and the mandolin sounds were especially appealing on the faster tunes. Their final song
"These Days" was also spirited and good way to end.
It can often be disheartening to play for a small cr owd,
butif the,two wete discouraged , they did a good, job
covering it up. They conversed freely with the audience, ;and desjiite ; the mellowness of many of . their
song s, thoy trieid 16 keep their attitude light. It seerried
t h e appropr iat e perspective fp r sucly^ dar k ar\d rainy,
Sat urd ay ievening.Ci

^

soundtrack is arguably the best of
the year, and is more enjoyable
than most groups'current albums.
Half of the fun of this CD is that it
is also a CD-ROM program, that is
compatible with both IBM and
MAC. It includes clips from the
movie and of course the entire
soundtrack,making this album an
especially good deal.

It has become common in the
nineties to release a soundtrack to
a movie that is really just a compilation of leading alternative pop
bands that have little to do with the
movieitself. "Batman Forever"featured such a soundtrack,with only
The Presidents of the United
one or two of the songs from the
States
of
album evenbeAmerica
made
ing in the
a name for
m o v i e .
themselves
"Romeo and
somehowwith
Juliet" is a rethe
song
freshing de"Lump."Their
parture from
newalbumfolthis approach.
lows in the
Many of the
mind-sapping
songs on the
footsteps of
soundtrack
that song with
seem to, have
their new albeen written
bum,
specifically for
;;n. "
Given the title
the movie,and
those that are Romeo and Juliet Soundtrack bf .this new al- bum, it is unnot remain
very well suited to the films' up- clear whether the band members
are fans of Boys II Men, but in any
dated surreal beach setting. The track thatmostpeoplehave case a better titlewould have been,
heard already from the moviespre- "Back II Banality," because that is
views is "#1Crush"by Garbage. It whatthehlatestalbumis.ThePresiis.actually one pf their best songs, dents might beajfun group to listen
despite the sometimes weak lyrics. to in a club or some other venue
It has thai: droning electronic rock where the audience is drunk and
ballad feel that fits thelead singer's Will enjoy any iricessantrhythmarid
voice so well. Everclear .also con- clear voiced cleverness. To listen to
tributes a song to the album, "Lo- the CD more than once, however,
cal Godi"which'is surprisingly bet- becomes almost:,arigiering.
The opening and, closing cuts
ter than the last few songs tliat they
,anare
apparently supposed to serve
havereleased.ButtholeSurfers
as somekind of
other alternaaudio booktive band, also
ends for the alchips in, but
bum, somewith less sucthinglike'The
cess. Their
Sergeant Pepson g, "Whatever,"does not
p ers Lon ely
live up to even
Hear t s Clu b
Ba nd " from
t h ei r shaky
The
Beatles,
reputation.
Ra di o h e a d
even though to
use t he two
adds "Ta lk
Show Host" to
bands in the
the , mov ie, a
same sentence
"
_
'
,
,
"
,
song .that i$;
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., TT
\- iis almpst.sacri-.
- the
0
The
Presidents
of
US.A.
'
typical of . the
Iegi6^- ;They ;
sound nothing alike. .' / [, rj . ;
group's, long running flare.
". '.~ The so-called love 'theme of a
Admittedly, t\\e"guitar wp»rk at
up
ltd
lot
live
movie always h^s a
to, first sounds promising,but quickly,
sp
but this is especially with Rbm.eo lapses into a rather pitiful vocal line1
and Juliet. The ori ginal ' movie that is as trite hs a song cai\ be. This
soundtrack was brie of the bes t sell- was the case in most of fye tracks.ers .of its day, and the love theme The song, "Lunatic to Love," was
continuesto be performed .Des'ree perhaps the least offensive on the
takes,her-best shot with "Kissing album and at times is fun, but d oes
You " and does yery well. Des'ree no t make.thewhole.album worth it.
has a beautiful voice and perfornv- "Vplcano,"- is asongiabolit.]y[our»t
ing style and gives the movie a St.' Helens,Wh'iclVto\(ldbeHnterestperfect 'lPve theme! The song is ing, but not with lyrics like, "its
going ' 16 be well played and well gonna blow, wo wo vyo." The one
liked, -and will probably be per- song that may do.weUiii g |'Mach 5,"
formed by many other singers iii because it is somewhat, clever and
years to come,
sounds the least like all ofthe other
A number of lesser known,but songs on the album. Perhaps that
up and coming groups arc included was the greatest problem with the
on the album, which will certainly album, all of the songs sound exgive these ban d 's popular it y a actly the same , , '
If you liked the first album by
boost.The Cardigans,a peppy band
but* of northern Europe, contrib- tlie Presidents/keep it and, enj oy it
utes their .v ery fun elec t r ic if you can but donot wasteprecj ous
bubblegum song, '"Loyefool." dollars' onf'tt/' jsaye,( it ip x mope
Thoy/by TfatflKave the status of worthy albums,The Presldehtocan
bei ng the, most fiut t>and on the make lines rhyme arid'put'Chords
al bum ,and "Lovefbol" is certain to together,but any life that nccofripabe a. success:
nies pop 'music does- hot
¦ mrlke it
:
¦
•
f
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"R 6itfe'6 ' ' '• • dWd * "Ju liet' s" into "II/ 'Q*"*
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Women's soecer washed up by Wellesley, 3-1

Amidst brutal rainstorm, Mules fall in ECAC semifinals despite valiant effort
BY DAVE SCHOETZ
Staff Writer

Last Wednesday, the Colby
women's soccer team,seeded third
in this year's ECAC Tournament,
opened postseason play at home
against Clark University. Clark
had defeated the Mules during the
regular season; however, the game
was at Clark, who used their extremely narrow home field to their
advantage.
On Mayflower Hill, Colby displayed its true dominance, shutting out Clark by a score of 2-0.
Midfielder Caitlin Skulley '99 exploded for the game's only goals.
Skulley's first tally came midway
through the first half on a perfect
blast past the helpless goalie. Her
second score came during the second half as she headed in a corner
kick b y Kim Waldron '99.
With the victory, the Mules
traveled to Tufts to compete in the
tournament's semifinals against
Wellesley College. Amid pouring

rain and swirling winds, players
found themselves slipping and
sliding on the muddy field, a football field that had been transformed to play soccer on. Colby
struck first on a brilliant diving
header by Jenna DeSimone '98, off
of a Shannon Tracy '97 corner kick.
The Mules continued to dominate,
but allowed the tying goal at the
end of the f irst half , leaving the
score knotted at one going into
half-time.
Wellesley took a 2-1 lead early
in the second half and was able to
hold Colby scoreless as the Mules
failed to capitalize on their scoring opportunities as many of their
shots repeatedl y hit the crossbar.
With about five minutes left in
the game, Head Coach Jen Holsten
moved the defense and goalie
Heather Garni '99 up the field,
packing the Mules' offensive end
in desperation. However, Colby
could not score and Wellesley
notched an empty net goal, clinching a spot in the ECAC finals

Despite 1-0 win over Bridgewater
St., men's soccer denied ECAC bid

Volleyball finishes
seventh at NESCAC's
BY JOEL GROSSBARD

against top-seeded Tufts with a 31 win.
"The score doesn't reflect the
game at all/' said Colby women's
soccer all-time leading scorer
Tracy. "We were passing circles
around them. The game truly was
a heartbreaker for us because we
knew we were a belter team."
As she considered the poor
weather conditions, Tracy stated
that "on any other day we would
have taken them apart. "
Yet the 1996 season is over for
the Mules and there is much to be
proud of. The seniors on this team
should be commended for their
contributions to the women's soccer program and the strong foundation they have built for the future.
"We're very young," said an
optimistic Tracy. "The team is so
deep and so talented. I think that
we have a great coach and that
Echo photo by J ennifer Atzvqod
Colby will be consistently in the
postseason for years to come, Senior captain Kara Marchan t carries the ball upfield
maybe even the NCAA's."Q
during the quarterf inal game versus Clark.

a heart-stopper that, went to five
Staff Writer .
games. However,Middlebury took
the fifth and deciding game by a
Still riding the high after win- score of 15-9. This clinched the
ning the Maine State Champion- Mules' fate as Colby finished sevships twp weeks ago, the Colby enth.
women's volleyball teamtraveled
Highlights for the Mules into Hamilton, N.Y., last weekend cluded the play of Jackie Bates ,'98/
tocompetein theNESCACCham- who collected 10 kills, 15digs and
pionships. In the Mules'final com- four blocks. Julie Lynch '97 conpetition of the season, seventh- tributed sevenblocks in the match
seed Colby finish ed seven th out while co-captain Anna Thomson
of IT teariis by beating the lower '97 tallied 26 digs against
seeds and losing, to the higher Middlebury and co-captain
Caroline Ketcham '97, added 17
ones.
The Mules played two matches digs and five kills.
"The team played reall y hard
on Friday.In the opener, they went
up against the 11th seed , Con- and well as a team," said co-Head
necticutCollege. The Mules domi- Coach Candice Parent. "We beat
nated the over-matched Camels, the teams we should've beat, and
winning in three games, 15-13, it woul d 've been nice to upset a
15-4, 15-8. Following the win, higher seed. There was nothing to
Colby faced W illiams , a team the be ashamed oi,"
Mules had lost to in the NESCAC
At the conclusion of the tourChampionship finals last year. nament and subsequently the seaColb y fought hard against the sec- son, Bates was named to the Allond seed Ephs,but came up sh or t NESCAC First Team for her outin three straight games.
standing performance all season
, The following day, the Mules long* Lynch was named to the Allcame back to dominate Trinity in Tournament; First Team, as she
their first match, 15-9, 15-8, 15-3, "had a very good tournament,"
The next match against sixth- accordingto Parent Thomson also
seeded Middlebury would be the had a splid tournament,as she findecidingone in determiningwhere ished with totals of 13aces and 32
they would finish. The match was kills.Q

BY PAT MCBRIDE
Staff Writer

The men s soccer team defeated
sixth-ranked Bridgewater State, 10, on Saturday, improving their
record to 8-6 and putting them in
contention for an ECAC berth. All
they could do was sit around and
wait.
After waiting until Monday.afternoon, the team found out it was
excluded from the tournament,
edged out by Bowdoin College (75-2), who weaseled their way in as
the eighth and final seed. Colby,
despite beating Bowdoin in a headto-head matchup on October 23,
was left out in the cold.
"[Our exclusion! was inexplicable logically," said Head Coach
Mark Serdjenian. "Bowdoin had
lost three of their last four, including one to us."
In Saturday 's matchup with
Bridgewa ter,Colby fought off tough
playing conditions to pickup a huge
win on the road, against the sixthranked team in New England. Mark
Melander '99 scored an unassisted
goal on a direct kick and Colby had
another goal called back.
"It was pour ing rain and w indy
dur ing t he game ," said co-captain
Br ian Dowl ing '97. "We definitely
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played better than they did,though.
We had more chances in the game."
Dowling, like his coach, was
irked by Colby's exclusion from
post-season play. "We won on Saturday and Amherst lost," said
Dowling. "When you looked at the
other teams on the bubble, they
may have had a better record but
didn't have our strength of schedule."
"There is no logic to it," said
Dowling on Bowdoin spot in the
ECAC's. "We had comparable
records and they went 1-4-1 in their
last six games. We were pretty
much even, but when it came to
our head-to-head matchup, they
threw it out the window."
. "If had been a team like WPI
with a 9-4-2 record, it would have
been more understandable," said
Serdjenian. "It would be more convoluted that way because there isn't
an overlap in opponents. Bowdoin
had a terrible second half and we
had a strong finish,beating Bowdoin
and State. It's not that 8-6 is so great,
it's who got in instead of us."
"It would have been great to go,
because it woul d have giv en us a
clean sl at e," said Dowling. "We
played really we llas a team aga inst
Brid gewa t er , bu t never re al ly
played up to our potential this sea-

son."
Despite the disappointment
concerning their snub, the five
graduating seniors - Nizar AlBassam, Mike Child, Dowling, cocaptain David Hall and Soren Peters - leave the team with much
optimism for the next f ew years.
"Many times this year, we had
only two seniors starting," said
Dowling. "The team should be
strong next year and even stronger
the year after."
The keys to next year's success
next year, according to Dowling,
will be the play of the trio of Graham Nelson '98, Greg Noblet '98
and And y Young '98.
"As a goalie, Graham is going
to anchor the defense ," said>
Dowling. "He gave a solid back
and played extremely well at the
end of this season."
"Young moved from.forward
to midfield midway through the
season and played well and Noblet
has been stead y since his freshman
year ," said Dowling. "If they stay
healthy, they should be in good
shape/'
Despite the disappointment
with the way things unfolded this
season,the prospects are good for a
return to postseason play next ,
season.Q
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second-semester editorships. Pick up an application at the Echo office in the basement of Roberts Union or call x3349 for more information.

One for the record books
BY GALEN CARR .
Sports Editor

If you missed the ColbyBowdoin football game this past
Saturday, the 108th contest in a
rivalry that dates back to 1892,
shame on you. If you missed the
Colby-Bowdoinf ootballgame,y ou
missed seeing the Mules'third win
of the season and first home victory of the year. If you missed the
Colby-Bowdoinfootball game,you
missed witnessing a truly heroic
and emotional effort by Colby,
which, with the drive of 13 seniors
playing in their final game, beat
the Polar Bears senseless to capture sole possession of the 1996
CBB title.
Let's face it. Our football team,
the same team that for the past
three years we have loved and respected with all our might,had an
incredibly difficult year, to say the
least. A program whose foundation rests confidently upon its solid
commitment to winning, a program that has compiled more wins
than losses in each of the past five
seasons while earning at least a
share of the CBB crown in each of
their last eight campaigns, the
Mules at one point sported a horrendous 0-5 record, leading everyone (including myself) to believe
that just about everyt hing had been
lost from a season that had promised so much. At 0-5, the Mules
had assured themselves of their
first losing record in six years and
were so bad that many Mayflower
Hill faithful (including myself)
found their travails at one point or
another fairl y humorous. These
were, after all,football players that
held a firm belief in "Blue Team
Pride," a self respect that commanded the campus' attention year
after year; a self respect that was
based on the fact that this football
team has seemingly always been
good.
This year however, the brutal
0-5 record caused many of us to
wonder why the Mules didn't just
pack it in and shoot for national
notoriety by earning the label of
"Worst Team in America." Believe
me, it would not have been that
hard to do. A loss to Bates would
have easily put them in the running.
Yet it was not to be. The Mules
were determined to not let it happen. This year was different for
them in terms of character. A season that will be remembered by
pessimists as the season in which
the Mules were so bad at one point
th a t they were nearl y def e at ed by
Ba tes, there a re those of us t ha t are
able to find a silver lining on that
enormous thundercloud of despair. Under different circumstances , with a t eam whose p lay
reflected their record,I would have
consid ered t his season a lost cause ,
a season in which we beg in ta lking
a bout hockey an d hoops in the
middle of October. Yet on a cold
Satur d ay in Lewiston, losing 21-0
in the final minutes of the third
quar ter , the football team finall y
found what it had been looking
for.
Over the course of Colby's final
three contests, all games in which

the Mules emerged victorious,
something special took hold of the
team. Whether it was the mysterious effects of "Blue Team Pride," a
last-ditch attempt to give retiring
wide receivers coach Dick McGee
all they were worth, or a tribute to
the loyalty of the late Pacy Levine,
the last three games of the Mules'
season may prompt some people
(myself included) to label their season a success. Over their final three
games, a team that was well on its
way to an 0-8 record accepted the
fact that it was 0-5, accepted that
they were not the best team in
NESCAC and began to p lay with a
nothing-to-lose attitude,an attitude
that helped them win their next three
games. By the time the Mules had
soundly defeated the Polar Bears,
we were finally seeing the team we
had expected from Day One.
As Colby began to realize their
potential,last Saturday's game represented the pinnacle of their season. Colby's win over Bowdoin in
the pouring rain and sloshing mud
of Seaverns Field will be etched in
our memories and the memories of
those for whom it was their final
game. After such a dismal start to
their season, the fact that Colby had
put themselves in position to claim

Fan support and
player performance
feed off of each other,
and Saturday the
Mules responded ,
particularly the
seniors. .. . Colby's
play was outstanding
to __MM___
say the least
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any kind of title was amazing
enough in itself. To be able to end
the season and the careers of 13
seniors by beating Bowdoin in front
of a home crowd would have truly
been something special.
And it was. The Mules came out
onto the field Saturday with the kind
of emotion and expectation that one
would anticipate for a football game
of this caliber. Colby-Bowdoin for
the CBB Championship. Previous
wins and losses were of no importance. Considering the weather,
there was appreciable fan support
for the home team, and the Mules
responded with one of their most
outstanding games in recent
memory.
I stood behind one of the
endzones, cheering With some of
Colby 's loudest and most dedicated
fans as they offered their support
regardlessof circumstanceor record.
I felt important standing there,yelling in for my senior friends, hop ing
to dr ive them towar ds vict ory over
their most hated.rival.
Fan support an d player performance f eed off of each ot her , and
Sa tur day the Mules responde d,particularl y the seniors ,thrusting Colby
into the lead for good in the second
quarter. Colby 's p lay was outstanding to say the least, a s i t was hig hlighted by several veteran performances.
Standing near the end zone, I
saw moment s d ur ing t he game that
these seniors would remember for
the rest of their lives; performances

that put the exclamation point on
some impressive Colby careers;
performances that made the day,
the victory and even the season
special.
I remember seeing LaWaun
Curry '97 play possibly the best
game of his life. Tying the school
record with four touchdowns,
Curry rushed for almost two hundred yards. I will never forget his
tears during the post game handshake as the pressure of four years
of expectations (Curry runs the
forty yard dash in 4.3seconds) had
been both dispelled and lived up
to at the same time.
I remember seeing Jerrod
Deshaw '97 kick a 42-yard field
goal to give the Mules a three point
advantage in the second quarter,
by far the longest kick I have ever
seen made on Seaverns Field. Doing double time as a receiver,
Deshaw turned an excellent performance receiving the ball in what
over the past two years had become a routine performance for
the former soccer star.
I remember seeing offensive
lineman Gregg Forger '97 ly ing on
the ground in pain, an injury that
would require him to be helped off
the field .I think it must be serious
since Forger is notorious for not
letting anything, least of all pain,
bother him. I see Forger's twin
brother, safety Glenn Forger '97,
check on his brother on the sidelines,urging him to get back on the
field. Minutes later, Glenn nearly
intercepts a pass. Later, as the
Mules control the football on offense, I see Gregg in his position,
opening holes for the running
backs all over the field.
I remember seeing tri-captains
Tom Beedy '97, a strong safety,
and John Ginn '97, a defensive
end, lead the defensive unit in
stifling Bowdoin's offense, limiting them to just 15 points on the
day.
I remember seeing quarterback
and tri-captainP.J.Matson '971ead
the Mules in their biggest offensive explosion of the year as they
roll up 39 points on the Polar Bears.
I remember seeing Jon Parker
'97, a two-way specialist, make a
beautiful sideline catch as a tight
end and then intercept a pass from
his linebacker position moments
later.
I remember seeing offensive
l ineman Sean Handler '97 wearing the jersey of friend and former
Colby off ens ive lineman Mike
Out slay '97, who was f orced to
quit football three years ago with a
par tial hernia tion of his cervical
vertebrae , and admire Handler's
nobility in not wear ing his own
number dur ing his f inal game.
I remember seeing Beedy throw
a tremendous block on a punt return f or def ensive bac k Mark
Sinclair '97,who ran it back 58yards
to give the Mules outstanding field
pos ition as Col by continued to
dominate.
I r emember seeing an ecs t at ic
Tom Dext er, the Mules' defensive
coordinator, his white coach's shirt
soiled by the mudd y congratulatory pats from his players, and
wonder if the day could have gone
any better.Q
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LaWaun Curry '97
In his last game wearing a Colby football uniform, running back
LaWaun Curry ended his career in style. Curry carried the ball 28 times
for a career-high 191 yards and four touchdowns, which tied the school
record for touchdowns in a game. Curry had TD runs of 48,14,2 and 1
yards to lead the White Mules to a 39-15 win over Bowdoin College and
their ninth consecutive CBB Championship, a title they shared last
season with the Polar Bears. Over the Mules' final three games, all
victories, Curry rushed for a total of 432 yards and six touchdowns.
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Women's cross country
qualifies for NCAA
Division III Nationals
BY LARRY BENESH
.

. Staff Writer

The rain, mud and generally
slow conditions on November 9 at
the New England Division III
Championships at Westfield State
were not enough to prevent the
women's cross country team f rom
qualifying for this weekend's
NCAA Division III National
Championships.
. "The coursewas full of puddles
and mud, but that is what cross
country is all about/' said senior
runner Kathleen Thompson.
The field of 243 runners was
the largest field ever at the meet,
according to Head . Coach Deb
Aitken.Thechaoticccmditionsand
large number of runners coming
in so closely prevented the team
from knowingwhere they placed
until the final standings were announced.
"Wewere very excited that we
made it,"' said Aitken. "We had
our doubts at the end of the race
because we couldn't keeptrack of
the standings."
, TheMulesfinishedfcurthoverall behind Williams, Bowdoin and
Middlebury.The top four teams at
the meet qualified for NCAA DivisionlflNational Championships
that-will take place at Augustana
College in Illinois this Saturday.
Co-captain Kara Patterson '97
fihishedsecond despiteinjuring her
hamstring in the first 400 meters of
the race. Patterson had been previously undefeated in Division HI
competition this season.
. . .. "Kara said she felt like she was
j ogging.Her leg would not let her
pick it up," said Aitken. "She was
really lucky she was able to finish
the race."
Colb y's second fastest finisher
was Thomp son, who placed 11th
while Amy Montemer lo '99 finished 29th. Patterson, Th ompson
and Montemerlo were named AllNew Eneland runners.

FarrellBurns '98 was 59th while
Cory Dwyer '00 came in 67th. Sarah Czok '00 finished 108th overall.
"Farrell,. Cory and Sarah all
went out a little faster than the
conditions," said Aitken.
Despite being in pain the entire
race with a hip injury, co-captain
Liz Fagan '97 struggled to an 81st
place finish. After the race, she
decided not to compete in this
weekend's Nationals because of
her injury. Christine Kennedy '98
will run in her place.
"I f s been a long season, and I
didn't r eall y want to give up,"said
Fagan,'Ttwasaharddecisionsince
you invest eight years of your life
into it,but itis fantastic to have the
team go/'
The Mules' performance followed the trend of the season besides Patterson, Colby's finishing order has varied greatly as a
result of injuries, making it difficult to predict
"The depth on the team is re~
ally incredible/' said Fagan. "'On
any given day, anyone can step
up, arid everyone is ready to take
that responsibility. Going to Nationals has been our goal all season, and every single person in
that race got us there."
, A major concern for the Mules
this, weekend will be Patterson's
hamstring injury.
"It might be just a strain instead of a pull," said Aitken. "She
could be in the pool most of the
week."
The course at Augustana College is on a golf course an d is fla t
with a bit of a rolling hill, according to Aitken. "It should be good
for all of our athletes," she said.
Twenty-two full teams, totaling 184 runners, will compete.
"If we finish under 20 it will
havebeen a pretty successful meet
for us/' said Aitken. "To be in the
Top 13 - we'll do everything we
can."Q

Mules stomp on Polar Bears

Football wins CBB with 39-15 win over Bowdoin
BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Staff Writer

It was the hit heard 'round Mayflower Hill.
With time winding down in the
first half,and Colby clinging to a 107 lead over visiting Bowdoin College, the Mules' Mark Sinclair '97
fielded a punt at Colby's 33-yard
line. A bone-crushing block by senior tri-captain Tom Beedy opened
a huge hole for Sinclair who returned the ball 58 yards to the
Bowdoin nine yard line.
Three plays later,senior tailback
LaWaun Curry scored on a one yard
touchdown run that put the Mules
up 17-7 with 2:32 left in the half.
Colby never looked back en route to
a 39-15 win over the Polar Bears.
With the victory,the Mules regained
sole possession of the CBB Championship after settling for a three way
tie with Bowdoin and Bates a year
ago. Both teams finished the season
at 3-5.
"That return was a big turnaround," said Beedy, who added
eight tackles from his strong safety
position. "I got enough of him, and
Mark had a good return."
After taking a 20-7 lead into the
locker room at half-time, the Colby
offense,led by the strong runningof
Curry, blew the game wide open in
the third quarter.
Colby took over on its own 44yard line after forcing Bowdoin to
punt on its opening drive of the
second half.On only the second play
from scrimmage, quarterback P.J.
Matson '97 (9 for 22, 134 yards, 1
TD) handed of f to Curry who dashed
48 yards for a touchdown. The two
point conversion fell incomplete on
a faked extra point attempt, keeping Colby's lead at 26-7.
On Bowdoin s next possession,
quarterback Hayes MacArthur
fumbled at the Polar Bear 30 yard
line.Brendon McGillick '00 was there
to recover for the Mules, a play that
set up another Curry touchdown.
This one was from two yards out and
extended Colby 's lead to 32-7 with
7:56 remaining in the third quarter.
.. Curry would add another touchdown in the fourth quarter to tie the
school record of four touchdowns
in a game, a mark held by three
other players. He would finish the

Echo photo by J ennifer Atwood

The football team prevailed over the rainy weather an d the
Bowdoin Polar Bears.
afternoon with 191 yards on 28 car- ond quarter that, along with Curry7 s
f irst touchdown,gave Colby the 20ries.
"He and [sophomore fullback 7 advantage at half-time.
Don] Gage together have emerged
After starting the season at 0-5,
the last three games," said Head Colby won three straight games and
Coach Tom Austin of Curry. were crowned CBB Champions for
"LaWaun got his game together and the ninth consecutive season.
"[This performance] has been
relaxed."
"A key was the offensive line - building since the last few minutes
the footing was tough," said Curry. of the third quarter at Bates," said
"I got some good reads out there." Austin. "We had some great comGage added 85 yards on 13 car- plimentary play today, the bfst all
ries to give the Mules a total of 265 season."
net yards rushing to Bowdoin's 97.
"This was a prime example of
Colby 's offense finished with 399 how we can play, and a great win to
total yards and scored 16 points off end it," said Beedy.
of Bowdoin's three turnovers. The
The win gave the 13 seniors who
Mules did not commit a turnover on played in their last game a .20-11-1
the afternoon, overall record, including a 2-1-1
As Curry goes, so do the Mules. record against Bowdoin and a fourth
In the last three games, all Colby CBB Championship.
wins, he rushed for a total of 432
The game had significance that
yards and six touchdowns. In the carried beyond the traditional
Mules' five losses on the season, Colby-Bowdoin rivalry . Pacy
Curry ran for a total of 231 yards Levine, a Mules mega-fan who
and no TDs.
passed away recently, was honored
With only 53 seconds left in the before the start of the game. Coach
opening quarter, Bowdoin scored Diek McGee, who would retire folfirst on a 69 yard pass from lowing the season, was recognized
MacArthur to And y Kenney. A 30 as well for his 29 years of service to
yard pass from Matson to Tony Colhy athletics.
After the biggest game of his
Callander '99 tied the score on the
Mules' opening play of the second career, to avenge last year's devasquarter. Sinclair's 41 yard kick-off tating loss and finish out four years
return and a 15yard face mask pen- with a convincing victory over archalty committed by the Polar Bears rival Bowdoin, what word would
were key plays in helping to set up Curry use to describe his feelings
minutes after the game?
the score.
"Numb," he said.
Jerrod Deshaw '97 kicked field
Comfortably numb, no doubt.Q
goals of 42 and 31 yards in the sec-

'Dark day ' for men's cross country
BY KRISTEN NORTH
Staff Writer
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Back in September, it looked like
a promising seasqn for men's cross
country Head Coach Jefferson
Goethals' team of talented runners.
All season the team had been improving, until it just fizzled out last
weekend at the New . Englan d ( Division III Championships at Westfield
State College. The Mules finished a
disappointing 15th out of 39 teams,
their worst finish at the event in 20
years.
The horrible weather conditions
at Westfield Slate didn 'l help matters either. "It was raining and the
conditions on the course were reall y bad ," exp lained senior co-captain Christian Winkley.
"It was definitely a dark day,"
said Goethals. Unfortunatel y for
Colby, Goethals was not just referring to the sky.
Junior co-captain Pat Fournier , a

potential candidate to qualify for
Nationals, joined most of the other
runners for Colby by placing as high
as he had hoped. In fact, over the
course, pf the race, no one achieved
a perspnal best time.
"Pat had a great early sea son ,"
said Goethals. "He just burned out."
The only two runners that did
not have exclusively disappointing
days from an individual standpoint
according to Winkley and Goethals,
were Tom Du long '00 and Pete
Gulesiah '99. "Tom beat a lot of
people who had beat him [earlier in
the season]," said Goethals, "He
broke up the Bowdoin pack, which
was something wq had not done all
season." According to Goethals,
Dulong placed seventh among the
race's entire field of freshmen , an
accomplishment that promises some
excitement from the young runner
over the course of the next three
years.
"Pete had a taste of what he's

capable of," said Goethals. "He really came on this season. He was
up with guys who had been boating him all season. If he trains over
ne>< t summer , he'll come back
strong."
, Despite their lack of success during the season's con clus ion , the 1996
campaign as a whole was a positive
one . for the Mules.. "Everyone ran
faster than ever/' said Goethals. "In
general, we had a successful season.
Unfortunatel y, in our sport, success
is measured by what you do at the
end of the season. But we raced
really well at other races [this year]."
. The Mules are looking forward
to making some improvements next
year. Colby will onl y lose one person to graduation this year , and according to Winkley, the team is getting "decent recruits."
"The weekend was disappointing,"said Goethals. "I t wa sn 't close
to what our team was capable of ,
but they 'll nil step up next year. "Q
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Patrick Fournier '98

Men's Cross Country
Fournier, the top runner for the
men's cross country team, was "a
level above anyone else on the
team," according to Head Coach
Jefferson Goethals. At the Open New
England Championshipsat Franklin
Park, a race that included runners
from Divisions I, II and III, Fournier
ran a career best 25:36, a mark that
stands as the best ever by a Colby
runner on the Franklin Park course.
Overall, Fournier finished 60th out
of a field totaling 206 runners while
placing 12th out of all Division III
runners. In Colby's annual race
^against Bowdoin early this fall,
Fournier defeated a Polar Bear runner that was an All-American last
fall by 45 seconds. Only a junio r,
Fournier, from Bellows Falls, Vt.,
holds great promise for the future ,
according to Goethals: "I think we
can expect really good things from
him next year," said Goethals. "He
really emerged as a leader this fall."

Echo photo by J ennifer Atwood
(Back row, l~r) James Scribner '99 , Ross McEwen '99 , E.J. Anderson '97 , Anna Thomson '97; (Front row, l-r) Kim
Cheah '99, Diane Linenbroker '00, Kim Waldron 9
' 9 , Kara Patterson '97. (Not pictured: Pat Fournier '98).

Anna Thomson '97

Kara Patterson '97

Women 's Volleyball
A co-captain for the women's volleyball team, Thomson, from Aspen, Colo., displayed
her ability to perform consistently all season long as she compiled some impressive statistics.
An outside hitter who was moved to the position just this year after three years at another
position, Thomson was required to adjust to her new spot while maintaining her high level
o# performance, a job she performed admirably. With a serving percentage of 91.7, (an
average percentage is 85) , a total of 73 aces, 200 kills and 248 digs over the course of the
season, Thomson proved herself a more than competent leader. Highlights of her season
included her performance against Bates in the Maine State semifinals in which she compiled
15 kills and four aces, and a match against Hamilton in which she made 27 of 29 serves with
three aces while tallying 14 kills and 20 digs.

Women 's Cross Country
Patterson, a gutsy performer who finished second overall at this past weekend's New
England Division III Championships despite straining a hamstring in the race's first 400
meters, is easily one of the most storied runners ever to race at Colby. After winning every
race she competed in this season with the exception of the race this past weekend and the
Open New England Championship (where runners from all Divisions I, II and III race) in
which she finished 20th, Patterson, from Falmouth, Maine, stands as a candidate for AllAmerican status, an honor that she would receive for the second time in four years. Next
year, the co-captain and newly crowned Maine State and NESCAC Champion will be
sorely missed from a roster that will compete in the NCAA Division III Nationals this
weekend.

Diane Linenbroker '00

Kim Cheah '99

Field Hockey
One of fifteen first-year players on the field hockey team this season, Linenbrok er st ood
out as the best of the bunch. Linenbroker , from H yde Park , N.Y., was the t ea m's lead ing
scorer in only her first year of play at Colby, netting two hat tricks over the course of the
season . Despite the Mules ' poor 2-13 record , L in enb r ok er off ered a glimmer of hope for
Colby 's future , proving to be a scoring force earl y in the season , wh en she r ank ed a mong the
top three in the NESCAC in scoring. According to co-captain Erika Ayers '98, Linenbroker
has a gr ea t to uch and sense for the ball in add iti on to t he ab ilit y t o f ind an open shot wh en
other players can 't. This qualit y will surel y be vit al to Colb y's success as the Mules look t o
their youth to get them back on the rig h t track.

Women's Tennis
Cheah , the top player for the women's tennis team , f inished t he season ranked sevent h
in the nation in Division III singles. Paired with J essie Anderson '98, Cheah , from Pulau
Pinang , Malaysia , was par t of a duo t hat ranked t hird in the na ti on in Division III doubl es.
Hig hl ights of her season included a decisive 6-2,6-2 win over Amherst' s top player who wa s
t outed as one of the bes t in New England , and a thoroug h bea ting (6-2,6-1) of the top-ranked
player in New England at t he Rolex New England Division III Championsh ips. Cheah was
also vict or ious at Nat ionals over las t year 's NCAA Division III Southern Regional Champion. With a 13-3 overall record in singles matches and a 10-3 record in doubles , Cheah
prom ises a brigh t fu ture for women 's tennis.

EJ . Anderson '97

Kim Waldron '99

G olf
Ander son , the top player for t he Colby golf tea m, had a fantastic sea son,finishing amon g
the top ten golfers in five out of six tournaments while winning one of them and leadin g
Colby to team victories twice. At the Terrier Invitational, Anderson,from Falmouth,Maine,
finished third out of a 40-person field by shooting a 79. Anderson then finished eighth out
of 60 by shooting a two-day total of 163 at the Bowdoin Invitational following up with a twoday score of 167 at the NESCAC Championships, earning him a tie for 14th place out of 50person field. Yet the highlight of his season came at Colby 's own Sid Farr Invitational on
October 3rd when Anderson shot a 75 en route to the individual medal as the tournament's
•ft-j st golfer.

R oss McEwen '99

Men's Soccer
The Colby 's men 's soccer team needed someone to step up this season and provide an
offensive scoring punch, and sophomore midfielder Ross McEwen answered the call.
M cEwen , who is also a member of the hockey team, tallied seven goals and five assists for
a team-high 19 points as Colby notched an 8-6 record while barely missing qualif y i ng for the
ECAC playoffs. The future looks bri ght for the Mules as the Littleton, Colo, native will be
patrolling the rnidfield for the next two seasons.

Women 's Soccer
Th e women 's soccer t eam re turned to t he EC AG's this year for the second straig ht season
with an overall record of 8-5-1. The consistent play of midfielder W aldr on was one of t he
major reasons for the Mules' success. Waldron, from Nor wel l, Mass., controlled play fr om

her rnidfield position, leading the team in scoring with 20 points as she tallied seven goals
and six assists despite being relega ted to limited action as a result of a knee injury.Waldron's
ability to crea te scoring opportunities was her most important contribution to the team, as
itenabled forwards to concentrate on their scoring duties as well. In the opening game of the
1996 ECAC Tournament, Waldron assisted on the second goal of the game.

James Scribner '99

Football
In the season opener against Williams College, last season's leading tackier,And y Dru d e
'98, was lost for the season with a broken leg. Replacing him in the starting lineup was
Scribner. The second-year player stepped up his level of play several notches and the Colby
defense didn't miss a beat. Scribner was the most dominating player the Mules had this
season, leading Colby in tackles in all eight games while amassing a total of 124 tackles for
the season. Scribner, from Portsmouth/R.I., averaged 15.5 tackles per game. On September
28, he set a school record for tackles in a game versus Middlebury with 27.

